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PREF' ACB

Camilo Jos~ Cels 1 a philosopher and a consummate artist,
has produced a series of works

which~

individually and as a

group, are a careful combination of idea and formo

One work

cannot adequately be understood unless it is also seen in
context with Cela's other works.

Each of the novels, short

stories, essays and travel books, is united to the others by
Cela's overall existential philosophical outlook, and each
rests on and at the same time

illum-tnate~

the others ..

Cela is widely recognized as a great technician concerned
with form and expression.

Of gr•eater irnpoI'tance, although

often unrecognized, is the key place of ideaG as a unifying
force in his work.

He clearly reflects the absurdist and

existential views of life which have dominated the thought of
ether European thinkers in the twentieth century.

At the same

·cime, G0ln rs existentinlism provides a urd quo, though gt;_arded,
expres~ion

to~ls

of hope for the future by offering to the reeder

and inspiration with which to create a new and meaningful

reality,. one which can replace the worn-out and n:):.-;urd facade

of his past enpirical existence.
Before turning to a d0tail0d look at Cela's work, Gnc

~uJt

considi)r the general philosophi..!al outlook and the literur-y
CUl''Pents

of his times

o

rrhe f:ir:3t tuo chnpter·s of thLs raper•

undertake to sketch briefly the prevailing philosophical

iv
attitudes of twentieth century Western thought (Chapter I)
and the broad development of the novel along two separate
paths--that of the delmmanized novel (art for.art's sake) and
that of the novel of ideas, in which the

novoli~t

seeks to

define some meaning and purpose for man's existence (Chapter II).
In bbth chapters, references are made to aspects of Cela's
writing which connect him with certain trends of this century
and which are developed in more detail in the

concludin~

two

chapters.
The third chapter deals with the trajectory of Cela 1 s
writing.

To understand Cela adequately, one must recognize

the .interrelationship of ideas that is common to a 11. of his
work.

Each of the novels reflects several major arens nf con-·

cern.

First, each reflects the heightened intensity in modern

times of man's spiritual hunger and loneliness.

Second, the

concept of order and disorder play an integral role in sll the
works.

Third, the novels gradually increase the alienation of

the reader and his need to destroy or radically alter his· nbsurd empirical existence.

Fourth, the novels have an instruc-

tive a8pect, suggesting to the reader that he should immerse
himself and become part of tho constantly recurring creative
process which is alluded to in all of the novels, but

most

s·'.~r~mgly

appea~s

:in Mr:2..!. CB!dwoll .habln con_ ~u hi.i_~ .. Gelu•n

trnjBct.017 is seen intentionally alienating the r•eader, step
by step, from the empirical world and drawing him into possible

new wo:•lds, the

doo::~~

to wh:ich nre opened in

~1rs~ _Q,nldwel~.t

F::.ne 11y, an ana lys fa is made of Ce h-: 1 s most contx'overs in 1

v
and least understood. novel,

Mrs~

Caldwell.

This paper concludes

that this novel is most representative of Cela's purposes as
a philosopher-novelst.

In it, the reader is

~lienated

more

than in any of the other novels from an empirical reality which
is destroyed before his eyes.

For this recson, many have not

bothered to look for any meaning beyond the extreme alienation
of the reader.

Mrsa Caldwell is, however, the only novel in

which Cela has moved to destroy the empirical world completely.
Further, Eliacim, although presented entirely through the eyes

of his mother, seems to be the most positive figure in nny of
the novalso

He represents none of the superficial values of

traditional society and his mysterious departure from life
opens

ir'Jany

imaginative possibilities.

that he i.s actually dead.

One cannot 8'\Ten be su1.,e

He is presumed drowned at

SEHi.

only certainty is that he has left the 1 if'e in which

Hi'~:.,

Caldwell and most men are caught.

Thus, the

~eader

is

rrh1?!

~.nvitod

to use the fragments of Mrs. Caldwell's shattered reality in
the attempt to assert the best of his gifts, his creative·
intellect, in the search for real meaning.

Beneath the supor-

ficial chaos of this book lies an order and unity of ideas
which the reader must actively seek out; otherwiGe, the book
wiil seem pointless to himo
Cele is rnoro thon just an uncommonly good
wo:rks

1.8ve ba-i- e ly been peretra tetl o
1

wrltor~

His

Once the 1 imitBd f :Hrnde

impos o<~. by man's ofln restricted imagination is pierced, there
may be countless rewn rds.

Contrary to the opinions of' rr,.r:rny

critics, Cele's works do have thematic unity, end the varying

vi
forms are tied to one another by a basic philosophy.

In his

continuing writing, Cela constantly expands and restates his
philosophy.

One day he will very likely be c6nsiderod one of

the great figures of Spanish and·world literatureo

AC KN OW LEDG ME 11T

to
DR. ROSE MARJE MARCONE
without whose encoura~ement
and understanding this paper
would never have been written.
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CHAPTER I:

CELA AND THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
CONCEPT OF REALITY

Most twentieth century European thought and literature
focus on man's disaffection with the rational scientific
process as an adequate means fGr coping with his present and
for dealing with his future.

Since the eighteenth century,

man has traditionally perceived his world as an orderly place.
Apparent inconsistencies, he was convinced, would eventually
be resolved by the applj_cation of man's rational intellnct.
/iS

Erm1t Cassirer.. has observed, "The eighteenth century held

to its faith in reason and science and saw in thorn 'des
Mesnchen allerh~chsto Kraft,' man's supreme power.

It wag

convinced that it would take only the complete developmunt
of man's

understandin~,

only tha cultivation of all his

5ntelJcctual powers, to transform man spiritually and to
All problems wcr&
solvable with patience,

perseve~ance

and the application of

1Ernst Cassirer~ Rousseau, Kant and Goethe (Princetons
1970), p. 19.
.

2

Cartesian logic and mathematics, which embodied truth for the
men of the Enlightenment.2
Now~

in the twpntieth century, man's

gro~ing

inability to

resolve rationally the basic inconsistencies of life has
shattered his abs6lute faith in his reasoning ability.

He

increasingly de-emphasizes his reliance on strict rationalism,
which limits his understanding to that which can be empiricalli
or mathematically known and demonstrated, and undertakes to
explore the unknown reaches of his psychologicnl self.

Through

an increased awareness of his psychological being, man attempts
to discover new and more meaningful realities with which to
expand or replace the mathematically limited empirical reality
in which he exists.

He turns 1nward, searching his

being, seeking a doorway to sorre unknown existence.

innermost
He thus

tries to assert his will against a seemingly hostile world
which

lgnor~s

him and an existence which he f indn pointless

and inconsistent.

This attitude is reflected in western literature of the
twentieth

cen~ury

and is the basis of Cela's world-view.

Cela

2 Basil Willey, in The Seventeenth Century Background (Nm.-1
York, 1967), p .. 92, finds, 11 rrhe ..f'eeling that whatever cf\n be
cl~arly and distinctly conceived is 'true' means that the very
structure of things is as2umed to conform with the laws of tho
human mind-- ••• whatever cannot be clearly and distinctl~,;
(i.eo s msthem~tically) conceived is 'not truet'
In this wny
Carte~ian thought reinforced the growing disposition to gcc~pt
tho scientific world picture:: as the only 'true' one. The
criterion of truth which it set up, accordinf?, to which tho only
real properties of objects wore the mathematical properties,
implied a depredation of all kinds of knowing other than that
of the 'philosopb.er.~'"
·

3
sees men subjected to irrational and capricious events and
natural circumstances beyond the influence of their rational
minds, submissive to an empirical reality ove~ which they
maintain no r~al controlo

This is particularly evident in the

many illogical and untimely deaths which destroy hope and
meaning for various characters.

The death of Pacheco in La

catira, discussed in detail in Chapter III, is a prominont
example.
Cela contrasts "el orden publico--el pseudoorden dn las
gentes de orden--y el puntual:!'simo caos de las estrellafJ--que
es el orden riguroso, esencial y divino, el orden al

de nuestras medidas. 11 3

ma~gen

The public order, i.eo, logical and

mathematical order, which surrounds man, is false.

It is the

divine order which is essential to developing any meaning for
man.

This concept of order and disorder, in which the uuper-

ficial orde~liness of man's society is in effect a cover for
disorder, underlies all Cela's writing and is rooted firmly
in twentieth century philosophy.
Reflecting this general unhappiness with the traditional
rational process and its resultant pseudoorder, as Cele terms
it, is. an increased awareness in literature of the concopt of
Absurdity.

Essentially, Absurdity is contemporary man's defi-

nitioti of life as he knows it.

It is a world-view which finds

no rea'1 purpose in life, no source of meaning..

The cha1•acters

3camilo Jos~ Cela, La obra complet~ de Camilo Jost Cela
(Barcelona, 1969), VII, P:- 367--:
---- - - - -

4
created by the absurdist are not positivo.4

They affirm

nothing in the human situation except its negative meaninglessness.

They are·pathetic creaturos who simply follow the
•

currents of life, never asserting themsolves.5

Their failure

to act calls into question thoir entire existenceo

One can

easily say that in fact they do not exist, becAuse they do
not act ..

Therefore, their supposed "existence" is

absu~d.

T'.1is absurdity is a familiar theme in Cola's work.

The

inconsistencies encountered in empirical reality lead Cola to
the conclusion that life as mau now understands it is at best
incoherent and at worst meaninglesse

The incoherency of life

4?erhaps most symbolic of the absurd is Samuel Beckett's
Waiting for Godot, in which alienation and failure of communicat1on-toconvey any meaning are at their height. One f'inds
an essentially negative view of existence. The almost complete
lack of action and the stylized setting hei~hten the sense of
absurd·ay by alienating the reader from the "real" world, a
technique used with effect by Cela. In The Chairs, by Eugene
IonescD, the chairs, representing nothingness, are the subject
matter. The action is of little importance. Martin Esslin,
in Tho Theatre of the Absurd (New York, 1961), p. 100, quotes
Ionescn as saying that the subject is " ••• the absence of' people,
the abBence of the emperor, the absence of God, the absence of
matter~ the unreality of the world, metaphysical emptiness.
The theme of the play is nothin3noss ••• until the point is
reached--inadmissable, unaGcoptahle to the reasoning mind-when the unreal elements .speak and wovee •• ancl nothingness can
be hesPd, :i.c: mnde concreteo 11 They,, in effect, become the
centra2 clun-.,3cters, t1:.e thin,8;[; to be rer.rnmbered. Again, nne
enc·ount.ers the empty ncgstivism of the absur•dist ~..n:it.er.
5Jn Haitinr.: for Godot, even Lf one mi~:ht const1·ue some
roundabout po::sfb1Tfty of' hope, it i.r3 clear that, the charB~tors
do not.hins to promcte this hop8, 'I·h:-:,y aPo pa~;s ive and unc:i·oa tive. Thov represent tho bulk of mankind. Estra~on and
~nadim:ir d~) not confront the ab3urid s ltristion in ~Ihich they
exi3t with imagination. They cannot 8'Jen cc,mmit suicides Thus,
the absurdity of the world is hai~hten0d because it is peopled
largely by those who do not act creativoly, e thene common to

Ce la.

is pointed up most obviously by the lsck of meaningful relationships and actions.

The series of. violent . acts in La fsmilia

de Pascual Duarte are incoherent because they are responses to
incoherent events.
rical situation.

Pascual Dunrte 1 s actions reflect his empiNone of his personal relationships hold any

promise for the future.

His only real hope lies in his chil-

dren, his extension of himself into the future.

This hope is

dashed by their untimely and incoherent deaths.

Pascual 1 s

reaction is equally incoherent, as when he shoots the horse
which threw Lola, his wife, tlrus causing her miscarriage.
Since Cela's characters do not live in isolation, their
individually absurd situations taken together form tho complex
organism which man calls his civilization, which is equally
absurd.

Man covers up the inconsistency and disorder of his

empirical s ~tuation with the facade of his civilizat:it-).n~

8

product of his reasoning, but this does not change the permanent disorder or provide a meaningful alternative.

Man's

rational attempts to overcome the incoherency Pnd thus to give
o~der

to life through civilized organization are ineffective,

fop none of his character3 f ind3 any meDning in the context of
h fa s t

I'U ct u

r; e J s o c i et y •

Ma n t bus ma k:; s t he bas i c inc oh ere n c y

of existence even more absurd by pretending, by
himself, that he has
In

~~

conque~ed

d~luding

it when he has not.

colmena, Cela picturns the society in genera] with

its incoherent series of relationships and involving ancther
pointless murder.

Hardly any of the charDcters have any real

6
concern for each

oth~r.

The novel passes through its seemingly

endless situations with no success at constructing viable
relationships because the incoherence of life does not allm·:
them to endure.

One action follows another with nothing more

to relate the two than some superficial encounter between two
poople, or a common location.
1

:rhe same is tPuo of Tobog~n do

hambriontos.

In Pcbellbn de repose, the several inmates, although
inextricably tied to one another by the immediacy of painful,
lingering illness and death, cannot communicate with any meaning.

An air of non-existence pervades.
men's

~ituation

to Cela.

This is the absurdity of

He cannot--one feels, in fact, that

he will not--communicate and move to extricate himself from
his ridiculous situation.
Incoher-ency is at its height in Mrs. Caldwell habla .£_9_1!
su hijo., in which there is not even a superficial sequence of

relationships from one fragment of the narrative to another.
The lack of any coherency and o:•der to relationships, which

is considered at length in the third and fourth chapters,
nntur•ally generates a feeling oi' meaninglessness.

Thus, the

events of these novels define no apparent purpose and therefore
life, in its normal context,

ha~

no meaning.

In a very real

sense, the moat obvious focus of Cele's novels is squarely in
the Absurdist tradition.
Absurdity, thus, can be considered an attitude toward reality$
a philc3ophy of modern man.

If Absurdity is a philosophy of

,·

1
modern man, then existentialism outlines an ottempt to deal
with that absurd situation.

While many writers are satisfied

with simply defining the absurdity of

existen~e,

others, Cela

~

included, insist that man undertake some creative action to
come to terms with it.

To them, mnn must confront absurdity

by asserting his own vital nnd creative life forcA, thus
affirming his own being.

This positive affirmation of man's

being is existentialism, rooted solidly in absurdity~6
expone~ts

of the absurd point out the void in which man dwells.

The existentialists try to fill this void.
exists.

The

An individual

Whatever action he takes or fails to take must deter-

mine the circumstances of his existence.
determining his circumstances.

He has two means of

He can be passive and accept

the vold, or he can act to fill it.

Either way he is creating

his "roality" and in so doing he defines himself.

Rather than

accept the void, the existentialist's obligation is to try to

6French Exi.stentialism has had the greatest influence in
defining philosophy at mid-century. This existentialist view
is rooted soundly in the concept of absurdity. Paul West, in
his book The Wine of Absurdity (Penn .. State Univ., 1966), po 42,
quotes fr•omionescOTsess ay on B"'ranz Kafka, "Absurd i::; that which
is devoid of purpose ••• ~ Cut off from hia religious, metaphysical nnd transcendental roots, man i:J lost." On page xiii,
West points out the single bond which unites the writers whom
'r,\8 call existential.
Each of them "devises or accepts something
that m).tigates the absurdity of bejnG human, and the wine of
absurdity is the imaginative effort entailed, as well as the
imagin~tive nnd pro.duct....
I11 all instance:J, it is the. wine
of humen irnaginnt:i.on which is at work." Csr·rying this :imagination to the extremes is an inte~ral part of Cela's method.
One mi~ht note also that the writer of the absurd, while not
creating an existential work, is himself an existential "heron
simply by his po3itive action of exploring the terms of existence, confronting the absurdity by recognizing it.

create a new and meaningful renlity.

This new reality can be

anything from a different outlook on the empirical world to
discovery of a compietely new world, _perhaps in the unexplored
reaches of the mind.
Existential consideration of non-empirical reality is not
new in the twentieth century or in Spain.7

Indeed, a concern

with non-empirical reality is very much in the Spanish tradition.

Spanish writers have

ah~ays

tended to emphasize the

transcendental aspects of human existence, especially L1 terms
of orthodox Roman Catholic Christianity.

Miguel de Unamuno

(1864-1936) and Jos' de Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955), whose
ideas concerning man and reality underlie many modern Spanish
novels, carried this transcendental Spanish view into twentieth
century Spanish literature.

Both men emphasize the existential

need for man to act positively, to probe beyond the immediacy
of his empirical civilization for deeper and hopefully more
meaningful levels of reality.

In the same tradition, Cela,

as will be discussed in Ch3pter III, also urges his reader to
probe beyond the absurdity of his society.

Unarnuno is of greatest

imp~rtance

as an existential

7A concern for and experim~ntation with non-empirical
realitv extends far back bey0nd the twentieth century, of course,
to sucL a writer as Miguel de C•3rvantes and particularly to
his novel Don Qui Joto, which will be discussed later. Unamuno
and Orter;aowe-muchto the very r8nl presence of Don Quijote
in the ttventicth centur:r. Don Q,ui·jote of f'iction is moI·e
real nnd important than most of the man who ever lived, a
fact er.:phaslzod, as shgll be senn, by both Unamuno and Ortega.

9
philosopher, although he was also an important novelist.8

!n

the prologue to Tres novelas ejemplares y un pr6logo (first
----

--------

published in 1920),_he outlines his

Jo:..

-

~oncept

.........

of reulity, the

nature of tho '"hero," and the relationship of tho reader to
the creative process, all of which are fundamental to C9la's

philosophy and sense of form.
Reality for Unamuno lies not in the empirical world.

His

concept of reality is in fact one with the nature of his hero.
The fictional character can become just as "real" as tho
"hombre de carne y hueso, 11 for, once created, he does exist.
rrhe impression he leaves can be even more significant than
that of an actual being. 9

A man is no mox•o "renl:' because

he is physically born into the empirical world.

He is real

because he affects the views of those who come in contaGt with
him.

The real hero is he who, fictional or physical, acts

imaginatively, dares to seek new horizons, thus affirming, in

8unamuno 1 s intensely personal novels are important signposts on the road toward the new twentieth century outlcok; and
foreshadow the enti.re ex:istenti<Jl viewpoint with their concentration on man 1 s introspection and need to create life. "Creer
es crenr, 11 according to Unamuno in his prologue to Tres novelas
ejempl8res (Madrid, 1958), p. 17.. His concern is the ~' the
essence of the man and his relationship to his reality. His
~re novels of ideas, with the characters living the ideas, not
discus.::ing them. Unarm.rno's characters become living creatur>es,
fightil;g with their creator. They, like their· creator, act, and
in so doing mako the heroic exist9ntial effort to move out of
the vo:!.d in which man allows himself to exist.
9l;namuno says, nPorque Don Quijote es tan real como CervanH8mlet o Macbeth tanto como Shakespeare, y mi Augusto
P'rez ten{a acaso sus razones al decirme, como me dijo--que tal
vez no Suese yo sin~ un pretexto para que su historia y las de
otros, incluso la mia misma, lleguen al mundo., 11 (p. 13)
t~s;

. t en t•ia.1 t erms, h uman exis
. t once. lO
exis
the perceptions of the individual.

Reality grows out of

If he perceives nothing

but the empirical world, that severely limits.his concept of
reality.
This need for individual initiative is a major thesis of
the other important Spanish philosopher of the early twentieth

,

century, Jose Ortega y Gasset.

Ortega sees each of us surrounded

by superficial realities beyond which, however, are latent
potentialities.

The individual can be passive, simply satis-

fying himself with his immediate surroundings, with superficial reality, or he cnn, through extension of his will, discover the more profound, latent potentialities of existence·1
h.is view
.
t
l irnns
of
0 r-ega

.
.
t ll
rea l i"t y t o b eJ_ng
in
a f ores..

Th
_ e

10 Paul West says, "For tho existentialist man is what he
1
makes c·f himself; he makes reality, he does not find it, and he

makes it in the presence of the inhuman universe thnt SEJntayana
felt so heaiily. He makes it not in vacuo, but en situation,
basing his decision and acts on whatever standards hEi can evolve
from his spiritual, rational and physical experience." (p. 41)
For most existentialists, this experience is firmly rooted in
the concept of the absurdity of life.
llrn his Meditaciones del Quijote (Madrid, 19.57), first
publistea in 1914, Ortega says, 1 %'1y pues t oda una pa rte de la
realidad que se nos ofrece sin rntfs esfuerzo que abrir ojos y
o{dos--el mundo de las puras impresiones--. B~en que le llamemo3
mundo patente. Pero hay un trasmundo constituido por estructuras
de impresionas, que si es latente con relaci6n a aqu~l,no es, por
ell6, menos real. Necesitamos, es cierto, para que este mundo
superior existn ante nosotros, abrir m6s que los ojos, ejercitar
actos de mayor esfuerzo, pero l~ medida de este esfuerzo no quita
ni pone realidad a aqu~l. El ~undo profundo es tan claro como el
superficial, solo que exige mGs de nosotros. 11 (p. 79) And later,
"Me ha ensenado este bcsque que·hay un primer plano de realidades
el cual se impone a mi de una mnnera violentn; son los colores,
los sonidos, el placer y dolor -~ensibles. Ante 61 mi situaci6n
es pas iva.
PePo tras es as reaL.dades apar·econ otras ~ •• Erigidos
los
unoa
sabre
los
/
, otros, nuevo8 planos de realidad, cada vez
mas profundos, mas sugestivos, 0speran que ascendamos a ollos,
que penotremo~ has ta ellos • 11 (p . 81)
.

trees around us hide· the rest of the forest.

One can react

passively to those trees which immediately surround him,
which impose themselves, but to percaive the depths of the
forest requires something more.
n ••• para

hacerse patentes

Ortega maintains simply t.hat

[1.as otras rea lidade~

nos ponen

u.na condici6n: que queramos su existencia y nos osforcemos
hacia ellas.

Viven, pues, en eierto modo apoyadas en nuestra

voluntad." (p. 81)

Thus, as w:Uh Unamuno, the vital ingredient

is the desire, the wanting, the acting that removes some of the
absurdity from reality.
Ortega does not believe that oach plane of reality has a
different c lari ty_--that the mor·e profound are also more obscure.
11

No hay--seg'1n el bosque me ha dicho en sus rumores--una clari-

dad absoluta; cada plano u orbe de realidades tiene su claridad

patr.. imonial. 11 (p. 98)

One must simply put himself in a position

to observe the different realities.

One must want to see them,

and then act to accomplish his desire.

Once again,

11

•••

la

~nica diferencia est6 ~n que la 'realidad' ••• cae sobre nosotros

deuna mane1 a violcnta, penetrtndonos por l~rn brechas de los
1

sentidos mientras la idealidad s6lo se entrega a nuestro
One reality is physically with us, while
tha other, being intangible, must be sought out. 12

esfuepzo .. " (p. 106)

rI'o Ortega, the. existential way for an individual to con-

front his superficial reality, to exert his force, is tb move
from u passive stance to one of active meditation, from· one of
1 ')
~ r -Thi 3

c 0 .-1 (' €; pt of t w 0 re 8 1 it i B s is c 10 s e 1y r 0 1 ate d " 0 n e c an
to Un2muno's r-ontention that fictionnl characters, who only
ba.:;ome r·Gf:1 "thitou11;!1 the mental efforts of the i•eader, a·, .. e as
reB1 OP more so ttian the physical be1.ngs who surround mr~n.
~~0c,

merely reacting through the physical senses to one of being a

meditator, the only two groups of rrnn he ack11owledges • 1 3
meditators are obviously the exiAtential "heroes."

The

They nlone

have a chance to achieve the mission which Ortega sees for man,
for fulfilling the reason for man's existence.

Ortega says,

" ••• el hombre tiene una mis io'n de c laridad s obre la tierra.
Esta misi6n no le ha sido revelada por un Dios ni le es impuosta
desde fuera por nadie ni por ncda.

/
La lleva dentro de s1,
os

la ra{z misma de su constitucicn." (p. 123)

And,

11

Claridad no

es la vida, pero es la plenitud de la vida." (p. 123)
Cela, as will be seen in the third chapter, also sees man
existing in a superficial world, a woods of his own creation,
his civilization.

He constantly portrays the bulk of humanity

vegetating within a society which offers them nothing more than

an organized surrounding in which to exist until they die.
This society is that of La colrnena.
by

the pitiful aristocrats of

fie-

It is the society typified

fa~.!_lia

dol _!:le'roe.

It is the

society which Mrs. Caldwell extolls, to which she yearns ·ror

her son, Eliacim, to belong.

It is the society of La catira.o

Here, Gela puts forth man's best efforts to instill meaning
into his life and to control the events which drive him, but
in the end capricious fate determines things, as Pacheco, the

hope f0r the future, is killed unexpectedly.

Man cannot control

his fate in terms of empirical reality, but he can

reac~

for a

13 ortega observes, " ••• [tiay] d9s casta3 do hombres: los
meditadores y 10s sensualcs. Para estos es el mundo una reverberante supe~ficie: •.• Aqu6llos, por el contrario, vivan en la
dimensib"1 de la profundidnd.n {p .. 107)
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non-empirical reality which may offer him meaning.

Pip{a

s6nchez fights to control fatef but loses her hope in the
illogical death of her Pacheco.
make this poi~t also.

Many of the

~hort

stories

In Santa Balbina 37, the young lovers

about to embark on a possibly meaningful relationship are
thwarted by her death fr•om gas asf ixiat ion.
symbolize man's civilized progress.

The gas fixtures

They represent the same

thing as the windmills of Don Quijote, but Cela, as will be
seen, chooses not to put his Don Quijotes in major roler:.

The

characters of Cela who attack the windmills, such as Eliacim
in Mrs. Caldwell, are minor characters, reflecting their
actual position in human society.

For CelEJ, most men are, as

Ortega says, sensorial bejngs, passive in their sheerly physical
acceptance of empirical reality.

None of the characters of

Ce la's novels of society, such as La colmena, makes any attempt
to confront the absurdity of being-in-the-world.

In sp1to of

this, Cela does assert that the heroic individual must overcome
this meaningless acceptance of fate and facade.

Unlike Ortega,

Cela does not limit himself to meditation as man's only way of
asserting himself and entering the more profound levels of
reality~

Cela suggests the possibility of hurdling time

barriex·s into new realms of being by including in his works a
few

ch~~racter•s

rernain~passive

who, like Don Quijote r are not satisfied to

before the meaninglessness of their world.

'rhus, Cela, while reflecting the absurdist-cxistential

movemer1t of' Europe in general,

:~_s

cert~inly

as much in the

philosophical tradition of Spain in the twentieth century, as

ly.
outlined by Unamuno and Ortega.

As with Unamuno, his characters

live their own lives, once created, and are empirically real,
And, with Ortega, he feels that man must somei10w esse1•t himself
~

to penetrate the superficial barrier which surrounds him and
limits his concepts of reality.
Now, having discussed the twentieth century concept of
reality and Cela's relationship to it, one must consider the
means used to express this concept.

The next chapter will

consider both the traditional novel and the novel as Cela has
used and developed it.

CHAPTER II:

CELA AND THE NOVELISTIC
TRADITION

Since Cela has confined his writing almost exclusively
to the novel, one should consider his relationship to that
genre as it exists in the mid-twentieth century.

This is of

special importance be6ause many critics seem to associate
Cela m0re closely with the exponents of the so-called "new
11ovel:ir who concentrate on development of new for>ms for the
novel with little or no concern for philosophy and a me8ning
for mun in the current age.

Such writers as Aloin Robbe-

Grillet emphasize the purely artistic, dehumanized novel in
which form is all important.

Cele also has frequently been

dismissed as a craftsman of consummate skill and a unique
innovator with form, but lacking in any cohesive philosophy.
Paul Ilie, for instance, finds few philosophical points of
unity in Cele's work and feels that Gala's mnjor importance
lies 1;1 his search for a new form for the novel. 1

Olga

1 ?aul Ilie, in La novolistica do Camilo Jos~ Cela 1hnc1rid,
1963), reaches the foTlowfng concTus :Lon aboutceiaTSfmpor·tance.
"Al ca·')O de nuestr-as exploraciones do seis dif£1r-cnite~ mt'..nc1.Da
llterarios de Cela~ ies posible afirmar que hemos hal~aao un
aspsct0 com6n a todas las novelas? Respecto a ln tem~ticD, o

a ~na orientaci6n coherente haoia la consideraci6n de valores
o conc0ptos filos6ficos, la base general es escasa./ Pero las
obras presentan .una clara zonn de mutua participacion en el
.nf3cho "IO
~
.
·•"' t-•
que sus t"
ecnicas
nove11.s.,1cgs
se vean con t•1nuamen t e
~odifi~sd~a; yen esta dist~nci6n reside la importancJa de
C<::1a Ci)mr:. autor representativo ·del panorama contemporarwa .. "
( T,,
.:'

•

')2" q)

,_

"

I
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Prjevalinsky entitles her main study of Cela, El sistema
c::-tte'tico de Camilo Jos~ Cela (Madrid, 196.0), and concerns
herself exclusively.with his style and poeti--y.

Cela himself

expresses his irritation with this approach, commenting in
the prologue 9 ase tiene una sensaci6'n muy rara al verse uno
en pedazos, como en una mesa de disseci6'n, y se piensa, ine\ri-

tablemente, en la muerte." 2

This approach to Cela cuts out

the real soul of his writing, which is its concer•n for humanity.
Cela continues in the prologue:
Usted me diseca •• c Probablemente,
todo lo que usted dice es ciertoo • • •
e•e•o•••••••

a•o••••

•

Lo que sucede es que, aun imaginandome
todo lo que usted dice cierto y verda/
/
dero, yo no puedo saberloo Yo se que
estatura tango, cuantos kilos, peso, de
qu~ color son mi pelo o mis ojos, cuful
es la I forms
de mi/ nariz ode mis oieso
/
.
Tambien se de que clsse son, poco mas
o monos, mis sentimientos y mis inclinaciones. Loque ignoro son los recovecos
de mis pulmones, las larges tiras de mis
tripes, el tamafto de la silueta de mi
bazo, que es lo que usted me describe.
Y hasta me descubre, poni6ndome en
evidencia. A lo mejor, esto que usted
hizo conmigo es cruelo Nada me importa
y, en todo caso, le e9toy muy agradecido. 3
Cela obviously feels that this approach, overemphasizing the
aesthetic aspects of his novels, is missing the entire pointo
This eMphasis on h:is

fOi"iTI

is understandable, of course, given

the wide variety of forms used in his novels and considering
2

I

___ __
.

,

olga PPjovalinsky, Fl sis ·coma e8tetico de Camilo .....Jose

Cc la (Hadri d" J. 960)

7

p. 1r~·

pp. 11-12.
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the outwardly
Caldwell.

confus~ng

organization of a novel like Mrs.

It is too easy an answer, however,

more complex and

in~eresting.

Cela is much

His work centers on the

development of ideas and philosophy, with his obvious innovations in form being a necessary complement to his ideas.
Seen in this way, Cela emerges as a far more important writer
than Ilie, Prjevalinsky and most critics find him to be.

Form

and idea in Cola are completely complementary, and his genius
in blending them, his style, makes him the foremost Spanish
author of our time, and one of the foremost novelists in the
world todny.
To

establish Cela 1 s position in relation to the novel,

one should consider briefly the function and form of the novel
prior to the twentieth century.

The form of the early novel

in the eighteenth century was so varied as to make it uudefinable, but the nineteenth century imposed on it a relstively
rigid pattern that served well the needs of that

period~4

Through its story-telling function, the novel provided a popular
means of entertainment, but the nineteenth century also saw
the novel as an instrument of sooial change, a means of protesting the jnjustices of society.

It was a didactic, prosaic

!~~i.ccording to Anthony Burgess in The Novel Now (Now York,
1967), · p., 16, ''Alr•eady in the eighteenth century- it is evident
that t~e n0vel--whi6h can ba a collection of letters, ae in
Rousse0u~ Smollett or Richardson, or a philosophical fable, like
Voltaire's Candide • • • or a big mad joke, like Sterne's
Tristr~m Shandv--1s becoming difficult to define. • • •
The
ninete<:rnth cP-nturv knew n kind of massive ntabilityll with the·
compli0ated, long: but plainly ~o~al story-tolling~ of George
Eliot,. Dickens~ Thackeray, 'l?rollope."
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tool.

Directly related to immediate problems of the day, the

novel was of all the genres least conqerned with artistry,
since artistic achievement was not its main

.

r.:

purpose.~

Much the same can be said of the novel in SpAin in the
nineteenth century.

Most of .the novelistic works of that

century are labeled "realistic" or "naturalistic," reflBcting
their concern with man's day-to-day empirical situation.
Gonzalo Torr>ente Ballester observes, "Estos

~scritorcs

non

rea lis tas en tanto en cuanto conceden a 1 ma teria 1 observudo
primacfa sobre el ima~inado o inventado.,

Novolan con pPefe-

rencia--a veccs con exclusividad--la vida en torno, la vida
/

conterrrporanea •

..

El prop6sito es comunicar la roalidad

en su verdadera consistencia por medio de un artificio

novele~3co;" 6

One may question the extent to which Spanish

writern attempted consciously to right social wrongs, but
the1•e is no doubt that most of their novels were dircctl:v·

related to the immediate concerns of the doy, to portraying

.5Stephen Marcus, in his essay "The Novel Again" in The
No,rel: Hode1.,n Fssays in Criticism, ed. Robert Davjs (New .Jersey,
T97:)Cj"J,'" states -that ll"t'fie nineteei1"th century nove 1 wan dominated
by the ideas of the French Revolution--the fight a~ainst
i~justice, which is now almost anachronistic. The-subject of
the ninet0enth century novel was 'the relation of individual
per~on~ to authority,uto established social and personal
power--the sub;iect, one might st:;r, of the French Revolution
itfielf-. ' 11 (p. 271) Later, he holds thGt "the novel lrns been
the least 1artistic,1 the most dependent upon its cxt1·a-artistic
powers of immediacy, isvolvement, and appeal. In one s0nse the
novel n~av be described HA a re11~.'csentation of 11-fe in which tbe
loose an~s regularly fail to get tied upD This crude co-extens iveness with experience is in i'act a trrHlitional point of pric~8
with tbe nov0list;" (p. 273)
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man in his empirical· environment. 7

By the twentieth century, the traditional novel

wan

breaking down largely because it was running but of material •
•

The same plots were being exploited over and over.

Jose

Ortega y Gasset, in noting the decline of the novel as n genre
early in the twentieth century, recognized the fact that
source material for the average novelist concerned with producing novels with traditional plot, action and characters,
was being used up. 8

This fact was coupled with a shift in

the nature of the ideas being presented in the novel form.
As noted before, the ideas presented in the traditional nineteenth century novel were usually earthy, practical ones that
were within the grasp of the rational mind of most readers of

7Torrente Ballester, in Panorama, pp. 27-28, observes,

"El centI•o de la realidad es eT._hombre (Galdt~s) en su medio
o ·el hombre y la naturaleza (Pereda). El contorno,
sea naturE1l, sea ob1.,a humana, asl' como todo aquelJ.o que el
hombre usa o on medio de lo que se mueve, so incorpora al
cuerpo novelesco detalladamente descrito y, a veces,
his toriado. n
ambients~

8 rn Ideas sobre la novela, contained in the third volume
of Orteg8' s Obras comPTetas (Madrid, 1957), Ortega states, "Es
un error representarse la riovela--y me refiero sobre todo a la
moderna--como un orbe inf inito, del cual pueden extraerss
siempre nuevas formas. Mejor fuera imaginarla como una c'ntora
de vientre enorme, pero finito. Existe en la novela un numero
definido de temas posibles. Los obreros de la hora prima
encontraron con facilidad nuevo~ bloques, nuevas figures, nuevos
temas. Los obreros de hoy se e~cuentran, en cambio~ con que
s6lo quedan peque~a~ y profunds~ venas de piedra.
8obre ese repertorio de p0sibilidades objetivaa que es el
genero, trabaja el talento. y cuando la cantera se a~ota, el
talento, por grande que sea, no:puede hacer nadae" (pp. 388~89)
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the day, but which are today remote.9

They were best presented

in the prosaic, didactic style of the nineteenth century novel.
The merging of form.and idea

was

most importa~t and the prosaic

•

form of the novel reflected the nature of the ideas being
presented.

This has also changed in the twentieth century.

Especially in later years, the arena for tho "fight against
injustice, the social concern of the earlier novel, and other
non-artistic functions, hsve, in most of the western world,
. .
.
i ism.
·
n lO
move d JGo t .e l ev1s1on,
ra d.10 an d Journa

T o d ay's nove 1

has lost its immediacy and is indeed much more of an art form,
largely because in recent years the ideas being dealt with in
thB novel have been of a more transcendental and philosophic
nature, ideas which cannot be expressed within the mundane
form of the traditional novel, which emphasized action, story
and plot.

In trying to accommodate these more philosophical

ideas, the novel has become a very different genre--perhaps,

~·orrente Ballester, again writing in Psnorama, notes on
page 410, "Se llega entonces a la conclusi6n de que, a pesar

de nuestros buenos novelistas, el arte de ln novola est5
condenado a no aclimataN~e en el pa{s donde cumplib antano
uno de sus etapas m~s gloriosas y que dificilmente un esfuerzo
indivitual, o a la suma de varios esfuerzos individuales,
pueda darle de nuevo carta de naturaleza."
10,John Wain, in 111rhe Conflict of Forms in Contemnorary
Englisb Literature," The Novel: Moder•n Essays in Cr>itic:d.sm, ed.
Davis, notes on page 295 thatrad10 an·d-televiSion1nr>araticular
have usurped or replaced many of' thi:i oJ.deP functions of the
novel, especially its use as a ~rinclpal source of entertainment,
as a documentary, and as a fore~ for joinin~ to~ether various
segments of society. The novel~st ha3 turned from a unique
posit ion of popularity to being "one of a crowd 1 " J tpuggling
for recognition.
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in fact, a form of poetry. 11

The old prosaic form could not

adequately contain the non-prosaic ideas of the new 8ge.

So,

the novel, as it had been thought of in the nineteenth century,

.

underwent a steady decline in popularity into the twentieth
century.

It is therefore essential to consider what has

happened to it since the beginning of this century.
The initial twentieth century reaction to the increasing
inadequacy of the old novel was to go to the other extreme.
Instead of being either a prosaic tool for conveying prosaic.
ideas or simply a means of relating a story, the novel became
just the opposite, that is, entirely an art form with no need
to con-rey any special meaning other than the beauty of form.
Ortega was one of the first to comment on the developing style
of twentieth century art and to recognize its break with
tradition and its growing informality and

feelin~

of self-

importance~

He noted that art was reflecting the fact that
.
12
"el mundo pRrezca ir perdiendo formal1dad."
Ortega observed
that art was throwing off the weighty demands of earlier times
and insisting that it be allowed to become an end in itself,
that it be allowed to lighten the burden of mankind by providing
sheer beauty rather than being primarily an attempt to solve
11 stephen Marcus, on page ?..67 of his cs say comments, "The
1
f-Overn:i.nr; tendency in the novel during tha lAst fifteen ·or·
.
t he d'irect1on
.
~
"
twentv
v-::~a1'8
has
I think, been in
.o f po0t~ry.
6'
Eugenin de Nors, in La novela e2panole contemporRnea 1927-19.01
(M~;dricL 1962). p. 1&2, says, ir1a estetTCS-de1 momenta rechaza
no s6lo.al artiste torpe o chapucero, sino incluso a todo aquel
que se s ienta rnhs escritor quo grtista, antes homb_~ quo 1Jscrttorn
j

<l•J

--

'"·

(

]2
/
.
. ...
.,
··Jose Ortega y Gasset, La deshuma~izacJ~..£_~~ de': a~:~~' in
the thir")d volume, Obrr:ls completns (Madrid: T9S7), p .. 2b?•
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mankind 1 s problems

1
o

?

Art could, through variety and ingenuity

in form, become a delight in itself and tlrus remove some of
the severity fi•om existence o

Thus, the novel· could bee ome

extremely fleiible, a form with great potential in the hands
of an inventive writer.
Of those who have followed the path of the

11

new novel,"

as this tradition is frequently known, perhaps the most promi1
nent today is Alain Robbe-Grilleto 4 In a collection of his
essays entitled For

~

New

Nove~,

published in 1965, he sees

the novel as a completely dehumanized thingo.

Objeots bocome

ends in themselves with no relationship to human meaning.

He

13

ortega, writing in La deshumanizaci6n del arte, comments ..
"Porque el hecho no es queal artl.sta-le int"erese150co su obra
y oficio, sino que le interesa precisamente porque no tienen
:i.mportancia. grave y en la me did..§ que carecen de ella. o • •
Poesia y mU'sica eran entonces JP.ace treintn anof[J Dctividades
de enorme calibre; se esperaba de ellas poco monos que la
salvaci6n de la especie humana s obre la ruina de ln relj_gion
y el rAlativismo inevitable de la cienciao El arte era trascendente an un doble sentido. Lo era por su terns, que sol{a
consist ir en los m§s graves problemas de la hurnanidad, y lo
era por s {mis mo, como pot enc ia hunmna que prestaba justificaci6n y dignidad a la especie." (p. 383) 1'he moc~GY'n a1·tist
would he frightened by this enormous responsibility and rather
sees the redeeming grace of art elsewhere, accordin~ to OrtegaG
"Si cahe decir que el arte snlva al hombre, cs solo porque le
salva de la seriedad de la vida y suscita en 61 inesper8da
pueric:la. Vuelve a ser• s {mbolo del arte la f'lauta ma';rica de
Pan, que hace danzar los chives· en la linde del bosquo. Todo
el·arte nuevo resulta compronsible y adquiere cierta dosis do
grande~a cuando se le interpreta como un ensayo de crear puerilidad on un mundo viejoo" (p. 3.8!~)

U~Robbe-Grille.t has almost' completely abandonBd any attempt
at ideas and characters, and has turned to writing what amount
to scenarios with little thought content behind them, emphasizing
things, objects, rather than cf:aracter·s or human motivations.
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completely eschews the idea of developing the interiority of
characters, the psychological aspect of man. 1 5 Later, he
notes, t:The exclusiye cult of the 'human' has'given way to a
larger consci6usness, one that is less anthropocentric.

The

novel seems to stagger, having lost what was once its bast
prop, the hero." (p. 29)

To Robbe-Grillet, the development of

characte1, must be thrown off as an anachronism and as something

that hinders the development of the novel form.
everything lies in the way the author speaks.
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Rather,

"Might wo not

advance on the contrary that the genuine writer has nothing
to say?

He has

only a way of speaking.

He must create a

world, but starting from nothing, from the dust • • • " (RobbeGrillet, p.

45)

An art work, for Robbe-Grillet, has therefore

no pragmatic purpose •. "Art for· art's sake does not have a

good press: it suggests a game, imposture, dilletantism.

But

the necessiiy a work of art acknowledges has nothing to do with
l5Robbe-Grillet, in For a New Novel (New York, 1965), pp.
21-22, writes, nobjects wTIT gr.aduaily lose their instability
and thdir secrets, will renounce their pseudo-mystery, that
sus~ect interiority which Roland Barthes has called 'the romantic heart of things.' No longer will objects be meroly the
vague r~eflection of the hero's vague soul, the im8p;e of his
torments, the shadow of his des ires.
Or rather, if objects
still afford a momentary pr•op to human pass ions, they wj_lJ. do
so ·only prov is iona lly, and will accept the tyranny of s :i gnif ications only-in appearance--derisively, ono might say--the
better. to show how alien they rGmain to man. 11
1 ~Robbe-Grillet

writes, "As a matter of fact, the creators
of cha~acters in the traditional sense, no lon~e~ mana~e to
offer ~s anything more than puppets ih which t~ey them~elves
have coased to believe~ The novel of characters belongs
···
entirely to the past, it descri.bes a period: that which marked
the ap;1fiee of the individuale" (pe 28)

utility.

It is an internal necessity, which obviously appears

as gratuitousness when the system of references is fixed
from without: from the viewpoint of the Revolution, for
example, as we have said, the highest art may seem a secondary,
even absurd enterprize. 11 (p.

45)

Indeed, the writings of

Robbe-Grillet might easily be an example of absurd literature,
in that, being dehumanized, they show no concern with finding
any meaning for human existence.

Without some kind of purpose

or meaning, such existence is certainly absurd.
In Spain, one of the best known novelists in this tradition is Benjamin Jar~es (1888-19)0).

Torrente Ballester says

of him, "Jarn6s • • • ha aplicado a la novela el procedimiento

deshumnnizador que Ox•tega pide par•a otras formas art(s ticos.
,·

Es la novela precisamente el genero que en modo alguno admite
la deshumanizaclcS'n. 111 7

Jos~ Marfa Castellot is another ma.jor

spokesman of the group in Spain which advocates the "new novoL, 11
Janet Winecoff says of him, "He is important • • • as the

popularizer of the principles of objetivismo, the cinematbgraphic techniques, and the
see the dehumanized trend

~ela _!lUevo. 1118 Thus, one can

surfa~ing

in the literature of

Spain ..
Concentration on form,
not the only

possib~lity

tha~

is, art for art's sake, was

open to the novelist.

While wr•i.terrJ

such as Robbc-Grillet followed the path of seeking new forms

l8,Janet Winecoff, "'rhe Spanish Novel from Ortega to
Castellet: Dehumanization of tlB Artist'; Hispania, SO (March

1967 ) ' p • 3 9 ..
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as ends in themselves, others, Cela among them, have returned
to using the novel, with its new flexibility of form, as a
vehicle for ideas that are of concern in this. century.

An

observer of the novel today can therefore view it solely from
the point of view of form, genre development, or he can see
the novel primarily as an expression of ideas of the twentieth
century.

Naturally, in accommodating the existential ideas of

this century, even these writers· must exper•iment to some extent
with form, thus risking comparison with the wr-iters of the

"new novel."

Ortega, while stressing the importance of form and recognizing the trend toward art for art's sake, was not himself
an advocate of the approach used by those like Robbe-Grilleto
He rat:1er made some observations which seem to have strongly
influenced Cela.

Ortega insisted that in spite of the deca-

donce of the novel, the writer of sensitivity could still

produce with great effect and might perhaps bo leading the way
19
to a golden age for th~ novei.
Ortega felt that this
19 In Ideas sobre la novela, Ortega says "Hoy, en la gran
1
hora do su decadenc1a,1as buenas v malns novelas se diferencian
/
·,. exce
" 1 en t-e" au.nque a·i·
· i· 1'is ima,
·
mucho nas..
Es, pues, 1 a ocas ion
i. ic
para conseguir la obra perfecta. Porque fuera un error, que
s61o Ulla mente liviana puede. cometer>, imaginar la sazbn de
decadencia como desfavorable en todos.sentidos .. Mas bion ha
. .
.
/ .
• ,,,
acaecido
siempre
que 1 as ob rns ·,d e max:una
a lJ...'-'~'-• t u d son creacion
do las decadencias 7 • cuando la o~'Cperiencia, acumulada en progreso,
ha ref~nado al extreme los nervlos creadores.
Las decadencias
de un g6nero, como de una raze; afectan s6lo ~l tip~ merlio de
las obras v los hombrese • • • Como produccion generica
correcta, ;omo mina explotable, cabe sospechar que la novela
ha conc:luidoo Las grnndes venas someras, abier·tDs n todo
esfuerio laborioso, se han agotado. Pero quedan los filones
secretos, las arriesgadas explcraciones en lo profundo, donde,
ecaso, yacen los cristales mejo~es. Mas estc es faona para
esp { r it us ae r a r a s e 1 e c c i 6'n • 11
( pp • 415 -16 )
Ce 1 a , it s e ems ,
is a writer of this uncommon natureo
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possibly bright future for the novel lay in the development
of the real, psychological character ratheP than in the
traditional forms of plot and 8tory, the popular "action"
approach whicn had always characterized Spanish literature.

20

The emphasis must be on the characters, but even more impor··
tantly, the author must not tell the reader about them.
Rather, he must present each one for the observation of the
impartial reader, who then would draw his own conelusionso

21

This led to introspection as a technique and to the diroct
involvement of the novelist in the novel, all of which will
be discussed shortly.
Ortega insisted on the importance of form, the structure

of a work, in establishing character, something which RobbeGrillet would have opposed, since for him the str•ucture must
be an end in itself.

20

Form, according to Ortega, and not the

ortega contrasts the Spanish and French theatres, noting

the relative lack of action in the French theatre, the concen-

tration on the individual, on contemplation.

The Spanish

theatre, he notes, is popular, with the emphasis on action.
Interest lies mostly not in the characters, but in their

adventures. However, in works of lasting significance, the
emphasis is on the characters, He cites particularly Don
Q,uijotc and Sancho, who could have undertaken any other
adventures and still been rememhered, because the emphasis
is on their inner psychologies, on their being. (Ideas, p. 394)
21 ortep;a says, "Nada de referirnos lo que un personaje
es; hace falta que lo veamos con nuestros propios oJos o ~ • • s
Cer•vante s nos s ntura de pura - pros enc ia de sus persona jes-.
Asistimos a sus aut€nticas convorsaciones y vemos sus efBctivos
movimientos • • • • De aqu! que el mayor error estribe ~n
.
definlr el novelista sus persorwjes. 11 (Ideas, p. 391)
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plot or action to which it clings, is what makes the novelo 22
Thus, any action can serve as the superstructure, which is
only a minor, empirical support for the real substance of
the novel.

It

follows that the future of' the novel lies in

the hands of those who can, thPough form, create characters
of penetrating depth and importance.

Characters need not be

copies of real people; they must merely be plausible, he says,
concluding, "Esta posibilidad de construir fauna espiritual

es, acaso, el resorte mayor quo puede manojar la novola
futura • • ~ •

El inter~s propio al mecanismo externo de la

trama queda hoy, por fuerza, reducido al mfnimum.

Tanto mejor

• t eres
I
•
para cen t-rar 1.... a nove 1 a en el., in
superior
que pue d e emanar
.
./
I.
• t erna d e 1 os personaJes.
.
No en 1 a invenc1on
in
d e 1 a mecanica

de 2cciones,' sino en la invencibn de almas interesantes veo
yo el mejor porvenir del genero novelesco.n (Ideas, p. 1-l-18)
So, th~re exist two new directions for the novel after
the breakdown of the nineteenth century traditional novol.
Both directions involve a search for new forms for tho novel,

one seeking out new form without any concern for philosophical
expression, the other creating new form precisely because it
must convey new meaning.

In both cases, the development of

new forms for the novel and
22

th~

parallel retreat from the

11 T .
•
t-o 0 r.ega,
t
-'•
. Accor d ing
~R m'Ger1a
no sa l va nunca a una
obra de arte, y el oro de que ~s~a hecha no consagra a la
estatuao La obra de arte vive.mas de su forma que de su
material y debe la gracia eseneial que de ella cmana a su
estructura, a su organismo~ • ~ • Siempre me ha extrafiado
que aun a las personas del ofi,..}io se les res is ta l"econo,~er
como lo verdaderamente substancioso del arte, lo formalo 11

(Ideas, p .. 399)
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traditional story-teiling· novel alienated the general reading
public, which has not really been educated to appreciate art
forms.

Since the twentieth century novel, Cela's work

included, is not in the more prosaic and popular strain which
is attractive as entertainment or diversion to the general
public, it has lost its large, broadly-based audience.

This

has caused not only artistic, but pragmatic financial problems
for the novelist.

The novel has taken almost any form,

borrowing often from the other genres, and not even being
restricted to prose. 2 3 Marcus sums it up by saying, "In its
changing historical identity,

the novel can often be

seen to gain as a work of art to the extent that it loses its
connection with immediate and topical experience." (p. 273)
Unfortunately, as it gains as a work of art, it also itos es
its wide acceptance by the general public.
Since Cela deals with ideas first and experiments with
form

a~3

a means of expression, it is necessary to look now

23 Anthony Burgess, in The Novel Now, obser-ves, "The term
tnovel' has, in fact; come to mean anyTmaginative prose
composition long enough to be stitched rather than stapled,
but Phillip Toynbee and Arthur Linkletter have recently
reminded us that a novel need not be in prose. If we lay down
other conditionD--the need for a plot, dialogue, character-we shall find our rules transgressed at once by practitioners
of the anti-novel. Vladimir Nabokov's Pale Fire is in the form
of a l•.)ng poem wJth notes; •• , • A.lain Robbe-Grillst seems
more interested in ·objects than in people. • • .. I thivk that
if we take away plot, character, dialogue, even characters, we
shall be left with something tbat is common to the most
tradition a 1 and the most avant .:.garde nove 1 is t-~c oncer-n 'Ki th
interpPeting through the Tmagu:atroD, the flux of ordinHry
life; an attempt to understandJ though not with thB cold
deliberation of the scientist, the nature of the external
world and the mind that survey~ it. 11 (p. 17)
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into the development· of the novel along

~his

path of ideas,

which has perhaps been the "mainstream" of the twentieth
century novelistic tradition ..

The work of ali writers in

•

this tradition must be viewed as a combination of form and
ideas.

The better the form fits the idea, the better the

style.

The better the style, the greater the writer.

the other of the two may predominate.

One or

In Cela, it seems most

important that the forms with which he experiments are not
gropings for a new novel, but rather an intensive search for
an appropriate vehicle for his ideas, which are, as shall be
demonstrated in the last two chapters, the real and important
core of his worko
In discussing the genernl reaction to the decline of the
traditional novel, particularly the movement for the "new novel,"
Stephei1 Marcus points to Lionel Tr•illing's disbelief in the
widespread feeling that the novel was either moribund or dead.
Trilling felt that there was "an important, though disregarded,
matter··-the place of ideas in the novel. 112 4

Marcus goes on

to state that contrary to Trilling 1 s hopeful predictions, the
novel had not dealt with ideas, but rather had concentrated
on forirn. 2 5

Thus, the novel had been dominated at this time by

2 1.hrrilling made two further predictions, accordinr, to
Marcus! Fii~st, that- "the noveli:3t of the next decades will not;
occupy himself with questions of form • • • A conscious preoccupation with form is almost ~ertain to lead the novelist at
the prAsent time, especially the young novelist, into limitation" and, second, "the novel. of the next decades will deal
in a very explicit way with ideasoll (p. 266)
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proponents of the "new novel" and had in.his viow b0come a
completely sterile and aesthetic thing.

In spite of this,

there seems to be a· very strong tradition of the novelists
of ideas, in whose number Cela must be included.

Cela's

work is concerned with developing a meaning for man and it
is characterized, as will be seen in the third and fourth

chapters, by introspection, intrusion of the author into the
novel, destruction of empirical reality and the alienation of
the reader from this reality, as well as the suggestion of a
new reality of the mind.

All of these are techniques which

have been used by other writers of the twentieth century.
Cela's turning inward, like that of most contemporary
writern, reflects the introspection of such a writer as Dostoyevsky, who in the nineteenth century was among the first to
break uith the traditional forms of his own time.

Assuming

some of the subjectivity of the Romantics, Dostoyevsky nevertheless turned his emphasis on what was to become the area of
greatest concern in all of twentieth century literature, the
interior struggle of the individual against the pressures,
frustrations and meaninglessness of mass industrialized

socicty~ 26

He emphasized a world of ideas lived by the chaPacters, not

26 Marc Slonim, in his intr~oduction to The Modern Libr•a1•y
edition of Dostoyevskyts The B~bthers Karamazov (New York, 1950),
p .. vi is· writes, nThere wa'S;"-hov[(ever•, a basic difference between
Dostoyevsky on the one hand and,~, on the other hand, the Russian
realists or the European Romanticists who had, to some extent,
determined certain features of his art. Dostoyevsky's main
interest lay not so much in the.deAcription of environment or
in the strangeness of events as in the emotions end thought of
the individual, and his work waj centered upon most intricate
psychological and philosophical problems.
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just spoken of by them. 27

He concentrated on an inner psycho-

logy which is similar to the concern of Ortega and Cela, among
others, with man's interior psychology.
Dostoyev;ky's insedt.man in Notes from Under~round, living
his meaningless, painful life alone in the subterranean world
of St. Petersburgt now Leningrad, becomes the prototype for
many future fictional characters of the century.

Here is the

artist, wanting not so much to be lj_ke the others, the ordincry
members of society, as simply to be recognized by them and
respected for his own worth.

The novel portrays the under-

ground of the soul, the futile crying of a voice to be heard
in the callous, absurd wilderness of the world. 28

One is

taken on a trip into the mind of this individual in much the

same gnneral way that Cela takes us into the mj_nd of Mrs. Caldwell, although Cela uses a different emphasis to accomplish it.
Dostoyovsky focuses on one man struggling with himself and
against society.

He focuses on one existential hero as .a main

27

slonim observes, nA Dostoyevsky psychological novel,
often cloaked as a mystery story, is actually a novel of ideas,
and the latter are not merely discussed by the heroes, but
made incarnate by them to such an extent that problems and
concepts are never presented as abstractions 1 they are lived
through in a highly personal and intenso manner by passionate
·1).
merr ano~ women • • • " ( p. vi·

2r:A si~i.ler portrait of the artist is found in Thomaa

Mann's 1903 story nrronio K1,,1oger~.) 11 1HI?~ Sh~!:~ Sto!'_~~s, ed.,
Richard Lud·wig and Marvin Perry_, Jr., (Boston, 19.::>2J. 'I1onio
is alone as a child and later in life, unable to find sympathetic ears in a world of beautiful superficiality. He yearns
for a sense of common cause and respect which never come to himo
He is 6ifferent from those around him, a fact that is emphasized
by his Italian blood, a warm, creative strain amidst the colder~
more r·eser•ved Germans~ Here and in Dostoyovsky, the a1•tistic
personality cannot merge tre creative 8pirit with tho physical
aspect of man.
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figure.

Cela, as will be seen, focuses most of his attention

on the absurd, meaningless average man, stressing his inability
to act creatively •. Many of his novels, such

as La colmena,

Tobog~n de hambrientos and Pabell6n de reposo, have no figures

who really stand out.

The focus is on mass man.

In the novels

that do have central figures, such as La familia de Pascual

Duarte, La catira and Mrs. Caldwell, the central figure, while
occasionally displaying certain traits of human physical
strength and determination, is still one of the masses, unable
to express the poesy of the human spirit.

Only Lazarillo, of

the major characters, reflects some of the spiritual beauty
which offers man the hope of escaping the empirical world in
which he has imprisoned himself.
Cela portriays the existential hero as a minor figu:r•e,

thus reflecting his actual position in modern society.

He then

proceeds either to destroy empirical reality or, at least, to
alienate the reader from it, thus suggesting that the new
reality of his minor figure, hi3 existential hero, is indeed
where it is ate

One can see this most clearly in Mrs. Cnldwell,

in which the reflection of Eliacim shines spoI'adically through
the cracks in the deteriorating world of Mrs. Caldwell, and at
the· end remains the only solid concept to which man can cling
for hope.
Introspection, therefore, leads to the artist's need to
destr•oy or alter reality so

tha~;

his reader can attempt the

creation of a new psychological reality and become a visble
being himself.

Herman Hesse, in his novel Steppenwolf, _is one

33
Heals~

of the most successful at thiso

lends a new dimension

to the attempts to reconcile man's dual nature, animal and
spiritual, by

sugge~ting

that man's nature is· multi-faceted,

not dual, and.that man must seek the complete fulfillment of
his being through the merger of his whole self and by empha-

In Steppenwolf, the

sizing the creative aspects of his nature.
artist

the lone "wolf of the Steppes," running away from his

js

.

spiritual, c'reative obligations ·in a return to his animalistic
nature.

He is in constant turmoil from the conflict between

his animalistic and spiritual beings.

Ho is trying, as with

Dostoyevsky and Manti, to unite himself, to merge the dual
aspects of his nature, to be whole.

rhen; suddenly, he realizes

1

that he is multi-natured, not dual, and that he can never
join just the two extremes.

H~

seeking his spiritual nature.

is in transit between them,
As Hesse says, "Man is nothing

else than the narrow and perilous bridge between nature and
spirit.

His innermost destiny drives him on to the

to God.

His innermost longing draws him back to nature, .the

mother. 112 9

spi~it

and

His only hope is to resist the notural urge toward

the animalistic and assert the creative, to affirm existence
by acting to grasp at the straws.

Cela does not concern himself with a multi-faceted aspect
of man, but he does deal strongly with the conflict between
mants gnimal and spiritual

bei~g.

Cela concentrates his major

29Herman Hesse, Steppenwo)£ (New York, 1969), p. 70.,
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average~

focus on the

uncreative man, trying to point out the

absurdity of man's reliance on his uncreative animalistic
nature~

Although

u~ually

rather placid and dull in accepting

the status quo, as with the inmates of the sanitarium in
Pabellc~n de repo.so, Cela's average man, trapped within his

physical being, can become a terror in his sporadic attempts
to destroy his absurd situation physically.

Such uncreative,

animalistic attempts as those of Pascual Duarte in La familia
de Pascual. Dunrte are fruitless because they do not acknowledge,
much less grasp for, man's spiritual nature.

As· in Dostoyevsky,

Hesse emphasizes the artist seeking self-unity.

Cela holds

the mirror up to the average man, asking him if this is all
that he wants to be.

On the side, with a small spotlight, he

portrays the artist, such as TinJoteo in the sho1•t story
"'11 imoteo el incomprendido 11 or Eliiwim in Mrs. Caldwell, as

possible hope for man in the realm of his spiritual

nature~

Perhaps the supreme master of the technique of introspection in merging form and idea is James Joyce.
Ul:y:_~

His novel

"celebrates u mankind, as William York T inda 11 puts it.

Stephen Dodalus is attempting to unite the two aspects of man's
nature, to form the perfect whole, to attain the stylistic
perfection of human fulfillment.
symbolio of the inte.llect,

rhe three main characters,

1

Every~an,

man in search of himself .30

and the flesh, r·epresont

The search is a psychological one,

his quest is t.hat of youth for maturity and idenbecoming ..... meeting humnn Mr. Bloom and suddonly
understanding humanity." William York Tindall, A Reader•s· Guide
to James Joyce (New Yorkji 1959), p. 125.
30n

&

tity-~for

.,

•
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delving into the depths of the human bei.ng, and it is
successful.

Stephen meets

wlth mankind.3l

B~oom,

thus uniting the intellect

Togethel" they find the end of their quast

in Molly, who'is the physlcal aspect ..

at the end of the journey, at home.

They are all united
The book, as Tindall

says., is moral, but it is a moralism obscured by the aura of
immorality, by the superficiality of more realistic description.32

Much the same thing can be said of Ce la, except that

in Cela it is not a morality obscured by superficiality of
description, but an order that conveys real meaning obsaured
by the superficial and meaningless order of civilization,

which

i~

basically disorderly.

This will be discussed in

detail in Chapter III.

Joyce sees man fulfilling his search and uniting himself,
a much more optimistic outcome than one finds in Ce la..

Ce la

seems to believe that this is possible because he does insert
positi~1e

figures such as Lazarillo and Eliacim into his works

9

He does not, however, presume to cnrry the search to fulfillment;*
As with Dostoyevsky and Hesse, Joyce focuses on the artisthero. 'l'hen he follows him to success.

Cela does not have the

confidence that man can bring himself to this success9

He

3 1 "Becoming inatuPe, he becomes himself.

Discovering the
father,:. he becomes capable of fathArhood.. 'fhat Stephen is Bloom
and Blt·om Stephen at last is all.. we need to know." (Tinciall, 125)
""\ ·-)

:rfo wonder that some renders, diverted by occasional
indecencies and confusing clecopum with virtue, found the book
immoral. No wonder that others missed the theme entirely; for
Joyco'P 'sinister dexterity' came between theme and them."
('1 inda :;.1, pp.. 125-26)
.J'- 11

1
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rather suggests its possibility, and, as· will be seen luter,
opens the door to the reader to undertake the journey into
his own craative ane,l spiritual l1atuPe for himself.
Another technique found in Cela and other writers of the
twentieth century novelistic tradition is that of the author's
inserting himself into the novel as another character.

This

tends to merge the real and fictional world in a way that
lends far more credibility to the characters.

Herman Hesse,

for example, intrudes in the novel Steppenwolf as the editor
of the papers of the title figure, which he has come across
by chance.

Miguel de Unamuno uses the same technique,.

Although

a philosopher, Unamuno, like Cela and Hesse, uses the novel
to conyey his ideas, claiming that while all of his cha1•acters
come from his own soul, they are nevertheless completely
independent creatures, born to influence the world indepandently of

hi~,

just as surely as if they had been physically

born in the worla.33

In his novel Niebla, he inserts himself

as author into the story to debate existence with the prota-

33 unamuno feels that a character of lasting value is one

who conv0ys something different to each person ~rho encounters
him, who does not just convey the attitudes of the author. If
the latter were the case, the writer could simply present an
essay or tre~tine. Just as every human being creates a different
impression on each person with whom he comes in contact, each
chru•acter of fiction should impress each read.er with whom he
comeo in cont2ct in .a different way. He should not be stereotyped('. Unamuno r>efers to his own rGworking of the Quijote,
nPorque· ni Don Quijote ni Sanchc son de Cervantes, ni mios, sino
que son de todos los que los crean y re-creanG 0 mejor, son
de s{ mismos, y nosotros, cuando contemplamos y creamos, somos
de ellos .. 11 (ppo 21-22) Cela also does this,. for example in his
Nusvas a.ndanzas y dosventuras de Lazari.llo de Tormes, in which
the chti·::-;acter L~zaro becomes soinetnfng quited"If'f'erent from
that of ·the original classic and will continue to change as
etwh nc-n.r reader or author recreates him again.
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gonist$ thus affirming the latter's real· existence.
merging and confusing of the fictional and real

This

wo~lds

mskos

the reader question. reality in the empirical world and
possibly to s~ek a new definition or experience of reality.
This device is used by Cela in most of the novels, from Pascual
Duarte to Mrs. Caldwell.

In Pascual Duarte, Cola assumes the

role of a resident of Pascual's home town and edits Pascual's
mamoirs, which the latter has sent to him from jail.
Cnld~ell,

In Mrs.

he becomes a direct acquaintance of the title figure

and deals with her letters, which have come into his hands.
This serves to put the characters on an equal footing with the
author:- their creator.

Thus, they gain viability.

Ge la does

not intrude ns extensively as docs Unamuno, but he does enter
enough to leavo no doubt that Mrs. Caldwell and his other
characters are his equals in as much as they exist.
S5nce these characters are independent individuals, it
that the reader must eneounter them as such and drnw his

follow~

own conclusions concerning each of them.
t~1rough

As he recreates·them

hi3 own interpretation, he too bee omes a crent or.

This

participntion by the reader in the imaginative off ort that
3fftr-ms humanity is essential to an understanding of Cel3,.
'11 he. reader who just reads to paf::s time is failing his re~ipon-

8ibility in the minds of both U0amuno and Cele, for he is

fAiling to srapple with them or.their characters.
reader

~ill

Such a

not understand what they are trying tc do.

On3 of Cola's ma Jor effortf: is to confr'.Jnt the reader

with his abRurdly uninteresting world, peopled by uno?eativo

people who are content to deal only with.their animalistic
needs, and then to alienate the reader from this world.

A

large part of the alienation derives from the fact that Cela
does focus on the meaningless existence around him rather
than on an heroic or abstract world of irreality and hope.
The bizarre portrayal of his world should make the reader
react against ito

As noted before, other twentieth century

writers do not dwell on the everyday world.

They are not

trying to alienate their readers from anything, but rather
to draw them into their new world of the mind and spirit.
Cela feels the need first to alienate the reader from his absurd
condition, hoping that his reaction will be to accept an invi-

tat ion into a new world, not specifically outlined, which will
hopefully provide him with some meaning.
In creating alienation, Cela shares one technique with
Joyce, whn uses it to heighten the sense of the heroic.

The

technique is that of carefully hanging the structures of the
novel 0n a precise, ge6metric f~amework.

Joyce sets his ~ork

in· the framework of the Odyssey, paralleling his journey of
common modern man with the heroic figures of the past, thus
enhancjng both.

his formo

He uses strict mathematical proportions in

He uses eighteen chapters in Ulysses, each paralleling

an episode in tho 0_2I_ssey. 34 Thus the past and present

":tN~

34rin<lall notes the breakdown of Ulysses into three partso
The first part, devoted to Stephen, begins with S to su9_;~est
his devotion to himself. The second part, devoted to Bloom,
begins with M to show his devotj_on to Mollye The third part,
devoted to Molly, begins with P to show her devotion to Poldy
or Leopold.. r:I'hat S, M, P ar>e also traditional signs for• parts
of a syllogism may hint the logical prog-ress of .Joyce's
st.ructure. n (p. 126)
11
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mergedo

Time is discardedo

This type or mathematical

structure found in Ulysses is us.ed by Cela, but for a different
purpose.

Where Joyce uses this technique to heighten the

.

heroic message of his

ve~y

positive book, Cela uses it to

heighten the lack of meaning ir the rationalistic pseudoorder
of the absurd world which he portrays.

As in Pabell6n de

reposo, he is prone to construct very strictly balanced
sections in his works to emphasize the humdrum aspects of
life, especially where he is analyzing society in general.

It

also serves to emphasize the unimportance of the movement of
time~

Geometric balancing is particularly effective in the

Pabellbn and in Tobog£n de hambrientos as part of the alienation

process.

In these two novels, once the reader confronts the

meaningless patterns of the relationships, he becomes alienated
because they allow no variety, no meaningful rel5_ef from the
tedious world of man.

(See Chapter III)

Yet he does not lose

intoPest in the characters, because they are so much like the
people in his own wopld o

Pree ise ly because there is no para 1-

lellng of an heroic epic, Cele's technique emphasizes the
mechanical, predetermined life to which man allows himsolf
to be subjected..

In Mrs

o

Caldwell, how0ver, where Ce la is

destroying reality, it is significant that no such
of geometric and superficial order appears.

semb~ance

The facade= of

her civilization is shattered and this is reflected in the
outward disordo1" of the form.

The aspect of geometric

~-itruc-

turing· will be considerAd in more detail in the third and
fourth chapters.

As these existential writers examine the human situation,
they feel the need to offer the reader somewhere to go.

They

cannot be satisfied·simply to have left the reader alienated
from his world.
unity.

Joyce brings man to fulfillment, to an heroic

Hesse and Cela, however, move into new worlds.

In

striving for the spiritual, Steppenwolf leaves reality and
eventually enters the surrealistic Magic Theatre to immorse
himself in the creative drama of life.
emerges.

35

Here the new reality

The many facets of man are reflected in mirrors.

Time perspective is lost completely.
renewed again and again.

Reality is confused and

The great artists of the world

gather outside of temporal existence to define the real essence
36 Hesse, as does Cela, shatters empirical reality
of mankind.
and moves the reader to a new level of reality which allows
man to become part of a life force.

Hesse provides a scenario,

a theatre in which the reader c3n enter and create.
Cela, in Hrse Caldwell, shatters reality also and from the

pieces a new reality begins to omerge.

Cele's new world is

not as specifically outlined as is Hesse's.

Rather, the

35surrealism

is one commonly used means of stressing the
the empirical world and the possibility of another
reality. In Spanish liternture of this century, Garc{a .Lorca
has made the most obvious use of surrealism as a technique.
Cela was not an innovatoi• of su1•realism in Spain.
irr~ality-of

36 one cannot help but compare this concept of the unity of
all beings in a spiritual context with Ralph Waldo Emers0n's
concept of God as tbe Oversoul, existing in the united minds
and croa ti vity of a 11 mankind, one with each other.. St eppenwolf joins the creative minds of all human existence to become
part of the hope of mankind. Another author who explore~ this
area is Kurt Vonnegut, whose philosophy includes such c o.1cepts
as a 0 time warp" and bocomlng 11 unstuck 11 in time.
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challenge to the reader is to pick up the fragments and to
create a new world himself.

The fragmentation of the world

is reflected in the.fragmented form of the

no~el,

which

alienates and.challenges the reader at the same time.
Chapter IV)

(See

Cela, like Joyce and the others, was being much

more· than an experimentalist in cultivating new

forms~

He

was carefully merging his form to complement and express an
idea.

Marcus claims, "The virtual hero of Ulysses is its

style,

"

-1!.-.--

.

o

attempting to equate moral heroism with the

heroism of literary styleo" (p. 27/0)

Style can be seen as the

hero in Joyce because the style really reflects the author's
breadth of awareness and sense of humanity.

It is an exten-

sion of the author, who is a hero figure of the twontieth
century in that he attempts to bring meaning into the chaos
of the world and attempts to a cc ompl ish Ortega's miss ion of
man to provide !!claridad" in the earth.

.Joyce's style 1 by

bringing together seemingly irreconcilable characteristics
of mHn, sings the hymn of the whole man, united finally at
the end.

The style becomes part of the characters and just

as the. three--Stephen,. Leopold and Molly--are symbolically
united, so too, through the catalytic agent of style, are the

reader- and the authoro
author~

Style here is synonomous with the

who is the real hero-

Bis greatness as a hero depends

on his· success in developing a 3tyle equal to hi3 task 1 which
can

al~o

include the reader.

Tho same can be said of Cela,

whose ntature as a hero depends on his success in bringing
man to a point of unity in his recognition of the pointlessness
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of dealing with his empirical world on its own terms. , If
author, reader and characters do exist in Mrs. Caldwell's
shattered world of empirical reality, and can now join

.

together to seek out an existence that can offer real fulf illment for all, then Cela has succeeded.
The stream of consciousness technique used by Joyco and
others in this. century is ideal for the involvement of the
reader,.

Without the omniscient author present, the reader must

put together the fragments of the novel and in a sense becomes
an author himself o
process.

Thus he con tributes to the heraoic CI'eat ive

The reader, as Everyman, can be presented with the

facts by the author, but only t'.1rough his_ own awareness and
efforts can he bee ome a hero, o:ie who acts to affirm man's
existence.

He can also, as noted by Ortega, fail to see the

opportunity and to act on it.

Ce la, through his style, like-

wise is absorbing the reader into the very core of the novel,
its ideas, end showing him the possibility of a new world, a
possible new source of hope, unfettered by the inconsistencies
and the disorderliness of his empirical existence.
very essence of Mrs. Caldwell, as will be seen in

This is the
Chapte~

IV.

Cela therefore stands out as a philos9pher-novelist.

He

creates his characters according to the formulas of both.
Unamuno and Ortega, by exposing them as individuals to the
readerts judgment, not by presenting prototypes already fuolded.

He indulges in oblique social criticism, but only as secondary
thematic: mBterial to the broad phllosophy of life which he

espouses.

His novels are far more than just the attacks on a
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given political and social situation at a given period of
time which would be more in keeping with the nineteenth
centur-y novel.37

They are coneerned with a meaning for

man in the context of modern

life~

Cela is far more daring

in his exploration of naw dirneDsions of psychological reality
than others of his contemporaries .3 8

As a philosopher and

37spain may be partly responsible for Cela's preoccupation
with non-empirical reality. Being intangible, this reality
cannot easily be attacked by censors. Cela can play games with
the uncreative police state an~ still convey his disenchantment.
38Between the early twentieth century and Cele's time, the
course of the Spanish novel was not spectacular•, being almost
non-existent in 1942 when Pascual Duarte appeared. Ram6n Sender
is perhaps the only other contemporary novelist in Sp~nish who
might rival Cela, but he lacks the innovative ~aring and genius.
Sender 11 derealizes" his social comments, immersing stories such
as Requiem por un campesino espafiol in a surrealistic atmosphere
rem1riiscent()f Lorcats p.Lays-.-·He uses Ortega and Unamuno's
autoptic technique in presenting characters. Paco el de Molino,
who has been executed by the authorities, is the central figure
in Requiem.
Like Eliacim in Mrs. Caldwell he is seen through
another's eyes, in this case throur:h the flashback rem:iniscences
of close frien~s, particularly Moi~6s Mill~n, the priest, to whom
Paco was almost a son.
Millan sits in the church waiti~1g for
the people coming for Paco's funeral, but only the executioners
arrive. The well-intentioned priest becomes one of theM, for it
was Millan who trusted these authorities and per·suaded Paco to
turn himself in. Priest and church, like those who demanded ths
crucifixion of Christ, unwittingly aid the status quo, unwilling,
perhaps unable, to help search fo1• a meanin'l:i;ru1re8..._[rty.
Paco 1 s
execution, like Christts, symbolizes the death of hope 8t the
hands of men who fear to challenge the traditional orde1• and
succumb to it. Paco st:rove against the impossible odds. of the
ab~urdist world and falls victim to it.
Unlike Gola, Sonder
focuses on social and political revolution. Paco is a pevolutionary of the emnirical world. Like Cela, Sender cento:rs his
novel ~n the non-heroic figures, with Paco, the true he~o, in
a minor role, as with Eliacim. Sender also clings to tbe t~adi
tional function of story-tolling, perhaps to insure an ~udience.

author, he is in the. mainstream of twentieth century F.uropean
existentialism and is a direct product of the literary ideas
of the Spanish writers who foreshadowed the existentialists.

Cela views life as a separate reality for each individual
and sees it embodied in the psychology of his char•acter•s.

He is not the only modern existential Spanish author-, but he
certainly may be the most creative, particularly in using new
forms of the novel to convey his concepts of existence.

may well be worth further study.

This

CHAF'l1ER III:
CELA 'S TRAJECTORY-A
co:NFRONTAT ION WITH ABSURDrrY

El coraz6n del hombre est6' lleno de recovecos
misteriosos y amargos por los que corren, como
Perico por su casa, los dos miedos eternos: el
miedo al hambre y el miedo a la soledad.
~Camilo Jose Cola
Obrn_ completa, p. 373
/

A su1,vey of the spectr·um of the writings of Camilo Jose

Cela can leHve one puzzledo

One is obviously dealing with a

writer of extra or•dinary skill and genius.

patterns, recurring themeso

'I'here arc recurring

There are obvious slmilarities

among the various novels, particularly such novels as LE
colmenn 8nd 'l1 oboga'n de hambrientos

$

both rnnging po!ltrasJ.t8 of

society in disarray, or Tobog§n de ha~~io~tos

de

rep(~ii

B 'r'.iri.

"
Pn be J l6n

with their mathematically contr·:Ived or·dei"1h:Ess ,.

These similarities are not, however, sufficient to lend t::.!J3ty
to his overall work.

The novels are overshDduwed by a

~erv9ding

sense 0f confusion, of disconnectedness., of disorcJ.o:r·, '.:!t:i.ch

detrscts from the more superficial and
factor~.
critic~:

trsditj.on~l

unifying

Especially in the lator novels, readers nGd even
have been persuaded by the disorder that

.qlthnug~

Cela ir a fine stylist and technician 1 he is not much of a
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novelist or

thinker.~

His main contribution, as Ilie points

out, is in exploring new forms, but not in philosophic
ex£tmination of the human condition.

This paper takes the

position that ·cela's varying forms achieve unity through their
being an expression of his

philosophy~

that they do indeed have

thematic unity.

Cela is obviously faced with the dilemma of every twentieth century existentialist, finding meaning for man in a
life cut off by death and subject to the vagaries of an erratic
and

Cela

ab~urdly
i~

capricious world.

One must first recognize that

a novelist only because ho finds the novel to be the

most convenient way to reflect his philosophy of life.

He is

primarily a philosopher, who takes ifisue vrith the eighteenth
century concept that man's hope lies in his reason, that he
can solve all problems through the application of his logic to
the emrirical world.

Man can, through Cartesian logic, impose

a superficial order on the world around him, which might

other-·~

wlse be completely chaotic, but under close scrutiny this ·order
breaks down, becomes absurd, because it does not penetrate to

1

In his review of Ce la's novel, La familiB del he'roa, for•
Books Abr·oad, 40 (Summer 1966) r p. 319; Davicl \·.JfITiam I1'oster
finds t:-1at'1"Celn•n vision of mar:kind has failed to mnke any
signifiJant advances in the last five years or so and • • •
he seem.3 to be committed to an E1xpress ive form which allows
for a cn.;tain atnount. of structur·al virtuosity, but which
also b.n8 c0ased to be a contribt?tion. 11

lt.7
the deeper realities· of existence.

2

It goes no deeper than

the facts that children recite over and over in school, a
technique typical of Cela's works. 3

It leads nowhere and in

•

fact hinders man's ability to seek true order and meaning,
wherever they might exist.

Man becomes preoccupied with his

artificial social order and has no time to seek a more meaningful
existence.

This generally is what Ce la sees around him and

portrays in his novels.

One sees man struggling for meaning

, in a soclety that he has created out of the chaotic disorder
of empinical existence, and this society, this reality, is
absurd and meaningless because it is simply a shallow facade
over the disorder.

The disorder is reflected in the countless

2

rn one section of Bara.in de invenciones (Valencia, 1953),
entitled "Homenaje a Descartes,rr-cela writes some exemplary short
stories which seem to be not a sincere homage of support, but
an adverse reaction to thE:) phil0sopby of Descartes. For lnstanco,
in "Cuando t.odav{a no era pos cad or," on pa gen 129-134, Ce la
traces the philosophic development of a man as he seeks meaning
first from philosophy, then fro~ God and then from a witcho The
central character leaves all hiJ possessions to his beloved
Mariona and goes symbolically to death, not in glory, but as a
vagabond, in true twentieth century style. His long letters of
love to Philosophy are ignored, unanswered. He then turns to
God, to the church, which canno·'::; answer his questions. When
the false witches cannot help, ~e is alone with his soul, his
spirits but with nowhe1~e .to turn. He ·is ·fishing for mcBningan interesting use of the Chris~~ ian symbol-now. When younp;or,
and not a fisherman, "sucedian 1as cosas como ten!an que suceder .. 11
Fate was at work. Now he is seeking, but still cannot find the
answer in traditional sources. There is no knowledge in these
sources and if truth is to be found, it must be by a means other
than Reason. Man's task is to ueek these new soupces ..
~

.

>cela centers his Molino do viento (Barcelona, 1962) around
the unj_nspired group chanting b>; students of various items to
'b e memorize,
.
d
. h as II d o, re, mi,
.
f a, e.c.
t
II
.
sue
an d "Duero, T aJo,
11
etc"
They are the meaningless chants of peoole regurgitating
data. Mrs. Cnldwoll, as shall be seen, tries to order t:er
shattered 'dor•ld with nn inventory of her material possessions,
to no avail. Man is cau~ht on a windmill of superficial· events
which lead nowher-e. rl1his theme pervades all of the novels ..
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illogical events which disrupt the lives of his characters.
This is Cela's portrayal of man as man has made himself, and
will be considered in more detail later in this chapter when
·each

or

.

.

the novels is examined.

Man has further complicated matters by convincing himself

that things are as they are because they are meant to be.

He

never stops to realize that he himself created this society
and that he can in fact change it if he will try.

Man's

intelligence should not be wasted on the prolongation of. his

absurd situation, but rather should be used creatively to move
into new 1•ealms of existence, new realities still unknown and
unexamined.

Man must explore tho poetry of life and forget

the distracting but dominant tendency to preoccupy himsolf with
the imrnediate mundane concer11s of human being-in-the-worlct.

4

As man ponders, thinks, preoccupies himself with the
development of his civilization, he loses the poetry of life,
the essential ability to thrust for meaning into the unknown
reaches of the ·mind.

If, with Descartes, man says that rational

thinking leads to existence, Cela is saying that it is leading

4In an essay entitled "La ooosia 11 from Mosa revuelta
(Madrid, 1965), Ce la equates pootry and therefore creaTive
inquiry with less civilized societies.
On page 227, he quotes
Moc Au 1 n y , 11 La po es {a de c 1 ilrn • • • a med id a q u e la c iv i 1 i z a c i 6n
progre~ao
El voc2buJario de un pueblo medio civilizado es
po~tices el de una sociedad ilu8trada es filosbfico." 1'herefore,
asks .Ce1a, "lPar>a qut csa ete2n3 dependeneia de la hmnanidad a
la maq1d_na de la civ:ilizaci6n, que la atenaza? 11 He continues
(p,, 229), "El estado de gracis fuo huyendo de nosotros a medida
que nos fuimos haciondo peores, a medida que la cultura fue
s iendo. postergado por· ln mt.lquinD. 11 In other words, ·this imposition cf the -superficial order of' civilization on the empirjcal
absurdity and chaos has led man away from the realization that
he can;, thr')!l;:h the poetic aspects of bis being, seek some
really lasting meaning for existence~
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to a meaningless existence, because it is uncreative thinking,
supporting a superficial order over a wider chasm of disorder.5
Thus, Cela, like the Romantics who reacted against the Age of
Reason, turns to a world removed from reality as the average
man knows it.

Nevertheless, Cela's world, while at times

showing distinct traces of Romant i.c ism, is first and fore most
of the twentieth century.

He probes the anguish and doubt of

twentieth century man by probing his inne1• being, by confronting
his meaningless existence, by not deluding himself with
outmoded sources of hope or bemoaning his tragic state.

He

probes more than ever into the psychological realm of existence
in the hope of finding some trace of encouragement for his
continuing struggleo

AB man faces the superficial realities of the existence
that

h::)

himself has shnped, he still cannot avoid the fi!ct that

life ends with death under these conditionA.

Therefore, most

of the normal activities of living become pointless, for they
lead nowhere.

Man thus becomes spiritually alienated.

can find no solution for this feeling of aloneness.

He

Alone

spiritu.al ly in a chaotic and meaningless world of his own
making;- each individual does one of three things •

rhe majority,

1

/

such ac> the patients in Pabellon, make no attempt to escape,

.

but ac(~ept everything passively, giving as cause the pr>ede.

•

terminSd nature of things.

Others, such as Pascual Duarte,

strike. out futilely in'frustration, still blaming some unknown

51.tihe

whole concept of order and dis order, integra 1 to
will be discussed later in this chapter.

Cela's-~orm,

fate that guides their destinies.
in

MI~s.

Some few, such as Eliacim

Caldwell, attempt to find a new reality outside the

empirical world and.these are the existential.heros of Cela 1 s
novels.

Now, to consider in more detail the concepts already

mentioned, it is essential to examine the novels closely.
Cela 1 s first novel,, La familia de Pascunl Duarte, ls an
examination of man caught squarely on the horns of his dilemma.
Pascual blames everything on fate at the very outset of his
memolrs:

Hay hombres a quienes se les ordena marchnr
por el camino de las flares, y hombres a
quienes se les manda tirar por el camino de
ios cardos y de lns chumberas. Aqu~llos
gozan de un mirar serano y al aroma de su
felicidad sonr{en con la ~ara inocente; estos
otros sufren del sol violento de la llanura
y arrugan el ce5o como las alima5as por

Hay muchs diferencia entro

defenderse.

~on arrebol,y colonia,
y hacerlo con tatuaje~ que despu~s nadie
0
ha de borrnr ya •

adornarse las carnes

Pascual wants to excuse his acts as unavoidable because he is
7 He would have
fated to the cour•se of action t·~rnt he takes.
the reader believe thet this determinism put him in his dire
and that h3 uas f-:irced along the road of "cardos 11

cir•cu.rn~::tances

and "cllurnberas
FH

&

"

T b.e f i:::c tfJ, ho··1ever, be 1 ie this.

he himself relates them_.

6 Cmn l·1 o

wore~

Circurns tone qs,

such that Pascual could hsvo

I ia ...f' am 11
. .. i• a d e nr a s cu a 1 Du a r t-; e , en:i..• ,
Harold Lo Boudreau and J"ohn W. fCronTk Tl~ew York., ~1961), '.P• 11 ..
~To s

e Ce 1 a ,

?Perhaps the most important statement in tho novel is the
opening one by Pascunl that, "yo, senor, no soy mnlo .. 11 (p. 11)
It :is r. reflection of his churGcter tl:rnt he i1ouJ.d not ni&.ke the
oes:itiv«=-: affirmation or beh1g good, but slmply states that he

is not bq<lo

Pas~unl

is defensive, not creative.

lived quite a pleasant life if he would have allowed it.

He

had many things in his favor, certainly as many as most and
more than some others.

He was successful with the women,

•

held respectable employment, and was esteemed by his peers.

Yet he committed several acts of murder with no immediately
logibal purpose to them.

Pascual strikes out violently

because he is vaguely aw8re of the absurdity of all the superficial benefits of his empirical existence.

He is dissatisfied

with life which leads nowhere,but he cannot come to terms with
it.

Pascual, like the central figure in

L'Etran~er

by Albert

Camus, is turned off by the mundane sameness of his life,
although Duarte has not the intellectual tools to handle it,
as does Camus's character.
Pascual is physically and spiritually alienated.

nothing,

not even his impending marriage to Lola, whom he loves, holds
any lasting promise for him.

He can leave his physical alone-

ness through marriage, but he cannot leave his spiritua:L
aloneness, cannot satisfy his spiritual hunger. This i~~ the
crux of the dilemma. 8 The whole situation is aggravated by
his mother's personality.

8

Pascual's spirit is truly starving

George Woodcock. in his article, 111rhe Nihilism of Modern
Spain," Ne1:T Hepublic (<Tt1Jy 12~ l95ti-), p .. J.6. points out that,
"One tbin.gunit~I3the novelists of today with their p:rodecessors.
It is what Bare a lrns called the ncte 01' hunger, th0 note that
sounds throur:h the whole of Spanish writing • • • Wher·o the
moderns differ is in the scope they give to this 'note nf hurn;er-~'
For th)m it is no lonp;eP a more hunger of the body; it :_s
rather a starvation of the spirit such as had never before
.
"-v 1.. ac t or in
.
. h wri•t•ing. tt
appeared as a dom1nan
,s p~rnis.
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and he has no way to resolve this. 9

Duarte is unable to

cope with the circumstances of his life ~ecause his spiritually
sparse background and his lack of creativity leAve him no
means of expressing himself except through physical action,
meaningless violence which, as his frustration grows, becomes

more and more severe.

His fruntration climaxes with the
/

symbolic final murder of Don Jesus,

10

preceded by the more

9
ttere, Pascual is one with mankind, but Pascual is
unable to find any resolution short of violence. He is afraid
of going on, and in this respect he strikes out not out of
strength, but out of fear. His reactions and actions become
more and more animal~like. He feels himself a passive spirit,
a "sheep" being led to the slaughter by unknown forces, but
he does not yet really recognize in himself the real roots of
violence. Whether his frustrated violent reaction is better
than the passive acceptance of the majority is something the
reader must judge.
lOAlthough this paper is not long enough to go into the
re 1 i g i ou s a s p e ct s of Ce la ' s wor> k in de ta i 1 , it is int e r»:rn t in g
to consider·that the crucifixion of Christ, hero represontod
s ym b o 1 .i ca 11 y by Don Jes l'ls , is t yp i ca 1 of' ma 11 ' s re net i on t o
the creative individual. Christ was in effect an existontiBl
hero, moving toward recreating empirical r•en1ity, and man,
acting then as he does today, killeq him out of ignorance and
fear, just as Pascual kills Don Jes~s. The same idea is
p:r,ominent in Sender, particularly in Reouiem E_Dr un Enmpes ino
espaEol, which is discussed in Chapter JI~ Common man and
hiss O(~iety will destr>oy anything or anybody who threatens
the seeurity of the established st.gtus q~~· 11:~:,n tonds t.o
bow dmm to op destroy anything he doesn 1 t understand before
he will try to understand it.
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bizarre and perhaps more abominable murder of his mother.
He excuses everything by blaming fato.

or

creative

express~on,

category of a beroo

11

Because of his lack

Pascual does not fall·into the

He is aware that a problem exists, but

he cannot define it, much less come to terms with it.

Pascual

leaves the reader with the unresolved question of whether or
not his reaction to life is more admirable than that of the
passive majority.
The main theme of spiritual hunger is continued in
Nuevas andanzas y desventuras de Laza:ri.llo de 'I1ormes.
~

-

-----

Here,

Cola takes us on a s piri tua 1 trip through 1 i fe, expanding the
search for the identity of man and for somo meaningful answer

11

Robert Kirs ner, in his art ic lo "Spa in in the Novn ls of
Ce la and Bar•o ja, 11 Hispnn:i.a, 41, pp. 39-~.8, hDs observed that
ce 1 a ' s char act er s ll d 0 n 0 t s u r fer in 8 i le n c 0 ~ rr hey may n t
times withdraw and hesitate to act, but ultimgtely they will
live their lives in terms of extrospection rather than :~ntro ...
spection. In effect, they strive to solve their inner
conflicts by means of action. Since their oroblems and
aspirations always remain in a confused state, their• ac~;ions
result equally vague and indeterminate, explicable only in
term8 of tho chaos and lack of direction in which they axis~.
Cruelty of action often becomes theil" vehicle nf cxpres~dor,;.
thus they establish their relationship to society." So Pascu'.d
Duar•te dotermines to kill-to rive himself lj_fe by meann of
destr•u·;t,lono Whether tho statc;rnent :1s n~curatE: about aJ 1 of
Cela's figures is open to question.
On pp. 121-123 of Pascua]
Duarte, just prior to tl'.'8 nm:rch: r of his mother, Pao cu "1 Js tands
po1.sed over her>, kn·J..fe ln hand, like the figu1 e of wax ho had
mentioned earlier, but slRo 8S if suspended-in a dream, par~
of a "rneanin~;~i_oss sli.::·en .. n H·:: id..Jr:its to enjoy thin sleon and
in his confrn-1:ion se.es his t:1othrr 5.n ~.he t-:n~;.
He cc:.:nnot decide
whethe: .. to close his r~y82 i" I'or· :1[·1,_,rir ,a cieru~s cs como :10
herir, es exponer•cc a he:r•:i_r etJ eJ vn:J:'...oo" One \•-.rnuld st.riko
into nothingness 1 Uw ntmo:3·0bere of ernpt _~_tH:S~j whieh DUEirto
most fears. But his stPil;-:i_r;p: out is fut.5.1(' sr:ywey, fo!' his
whole existence is me~rnirn(tes::,, 'rh(:rei :is nc-1n0a·nir:g; to t1-1e
murder, because there is r;o meaning to PPsr;:._rnl. HA C8m:ot
satisfy his soiritual hunger because he, like mcst men, is
f' ·
i._ • ~
'· •
11
no"t equ.ippen~ l,O ao so. Pl}
1 rnpc; .. or-e, Ll.::.:..:; 1-hn,J.OiL~ f:<r'P
vague
and indeterrninsto.ll
1

'

,.

.L

"

to his chaotic and spiritually V'oid state.

is uncorrupted, even by parents.
even by a goat.

The boy La'zaro

He is more animal, nursed

His task is to discover what it means to be

•

human, what, if anything, distinguishes the finite nature of
man from that of beasts.

Like Stephen Dedalus in Ulysses,

he is in search of manrs spiritual nature.

His observations

and lessons from most of his various master•s bear out the

generally accepted feeling that life is deterministic, subject

:.n

to circumstances beyond man's control, and that people
general behave as beasts..

Occasionally, however, he encouutGrs

a spiritual human being, a person who displays that sem.o of
spirit which makes the difference.
The whole quest io11 of hunger is paramom1t in both this

and the original novel, but again in Cela it is spirituel
hunger rather than the physical hunger of the early Lazarillo.
The first masters of Cele's Lazarillo, the shepherds, are
anything but the gentle pastores watching over their flock.

They beat him and show him no compassion, but they do
him from phys ica 1 hunger.

kea~

"Les guardo agradec imient o por

haberme dado de corner, pero cariffo, lo que se dice cariffo s
.
~ 11
Jamas
. egue/ a cabrarles. 1112

F

Laznro gets the knickrn1me

"Picado" from the marks left. by early illness

e

He :is indeed

marked in more than the physical sense, for he also must
st.1,ugg::...~ not only with the physical anguish of Jife, but with

tha same spiritual aloneness felt by Pascual.

He is also,

r.:'.r'

../.)

unlike Pascual, mentally aware of mants lack of concern for
his fellows, and his unwillingness, not inability, to confront
his self-created existence.

The shepherds cannot break his

basic sense of humanity, however, and he refuses t.o assimilate
their ways.

Llzaro is a balanced personality, showing kind-

ness as well as bitterness, and still retaining the hope
that mankind can better itself, at least by showing mutual
kindness.

13

He is a forerunner of Cela's version of a hero

in that he refuses to accept the status quo.
/

Lazaro's departure from the shepherds exposes him to
physical aloneness for the first time, but he describes it
with sheerly poetic language, unlike Pascual Duarte.
awakening the following morning, Lazarillo feels
free spirit, a free soul.

On

reborn~

a

Interestingly, this is the fueling

that Pascual Duarte has as he runs through the night. air> after·
having killed his mother at the end of his memoirs.

He achieves

a poetic state through violence, but it is only temporar•y.

Lazarillo feels the freshness of the morning air and the rirst
music his ears have ever heard comes to him from the three
musicinns who are to be his next masters.

Although spiritual

in app£iarance, they turn out to be swindlers who take Lazarillo
for everything he has gnd then des0rt himo

They seem to

11Lazarillo himself notes that 11 La !1::;nri~Jo lrn 33om&do
a
/
mis lahios no menos veces que ~l llanto 8 mi~ ojor y as~ 18s
arruRa~

au8 tengo en lR caPa tEnto pueden

denot~r

alogr1a como

pena ·, ~: og6n la luz y el color c onque s e m:i.r·on ~" ( f•_azaril !~'
p. 37)
IL can be compEn:->ed with Ce la's r;~;atemor-:r. 8l>out h1rnsH1f,

"nunca me he :cet1~atado sonriendo, al nb.ieto de no confvndir a
.l. o s h i [: t or i a d o :-e s de 1 fut u r o • 11 . ( Ba2:p j n , p • fJ )
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represent a false sense of transcendental man.

They represent

a false reality and, interestingly, bear Biblical names and
symbolize the false.values of religion, its

f~cadee

In spite ·or his experience with the musicians, Lazarillo

remains disposed to be kind and compassionate to his fellows.
Like his ancestor p{caros, Lazarillo gr~adually learns all of
the unpleasantness of life, but unlike most of them, he

himsel~

never loses the sense of compassion, the human spirit which
lets man transcend the brutal nature of life.

He is always

capable of tears before the tragic nature of existence, and
they are tears not only of compassion, but also of sadness that
man will not recognize his ability to fight against the

supposedly inevitableo
the cynicism of his day.

Tho original Lazarillo quickly ndnpted
The lesson there seemed to be that

this is the way of the world ard one must at least insu2•e i'or
oneself a taste of the pie, without regard for others.

Fe~

Cela's Lazarillo, succumbing tc this norm of the silent
majority is tantamount· to death.

He does not.

he knows not whether his tole will serve to

!.;he f1nd,

At;

help.anyone~

he says that it has seI•ved llparn tranquiliza.rrne

(~11I'iJ!'l"te

/ s que en su or d en emp_ee,
.
1 I'
/
dia
ya •na b ran
va -.,
J..:.1.0.n. " (. p

Q

but
los

1 79 \i
•

Laz8rillo's sense of the poetic is firDJly given rf inf'opcomont by his sojourn with p(rnitonte_ Felipe, who shm-.'s him
that rn.it; eveI'yone h3s to lack

hurnanit~r.

His mind wandeN:l to

/

to possess.

Lazaro observes :

Al princioio
de escuchar sus filosorfas
me
/
.
/
parecio el penitente Felipe no solo hombre
de raro s ~ber·-que pep ta 1 s iempre lo tuve
- , ,sino tambi1~n espiritu serio y contemplativo, como a un hombre de ciencia corresponde y poco amigo de hacer mofa de las
impepfecciones ajenasy aun quie'n sabe si
mc.nos todav~G de las suyas propias; pe:rao
cuando un di.a me prcgunt6 "Mozo, Lcrees er1
la transmip:raci6n do las almas ? 11 , tal susto
/
;
llego a _pegarime y en tan mala ocasion,. que
no falt6 ni un pelo para que me hiciera
perder el habla y hasta casi el movimiento. (PPo 67-8)
.

Felipe then tells him:

que bastante y& sahes s6lo con existir,
porque en ti a lo Nejor est6 metido el
d
1 ,.
t
d e a.8rtn
·1 . , sab10,
.
•
0sp1r1~u/ ea gun san o, o
o de algun famoso guerrero de la antigiiedad y t~ lo ignbras (p. 68)
/

•J..

Felipe, the prophet, points out to Lazarillo his ability to
use this sniritual side of his

He says to

~an

~ature

rneani.r1>~-

to search for new

that he should wake up and look for a new reality

in the poetry of existeDce.
Belief in the

deterministL~

ar.pect of thinr;s is stated

time and again in the book, but sometimes without complete
conviction.

11

Pero las cos as s

0;1

como est6n hechas, y ar: { y

no de otra forrnn h&y que tomar1.rn .. 11 (p. 43)

"Loque ha de

pas.ar en los nflos que quedan po::.."" delante es cos a que s 610
Dios lo

SH be

y a nadie dice .. " (p. 127)

Here one finds

9

sense cf determinism rounded in by the child's acceptanc9
of

tr~ditlonal

religionc

The association of determinislli

w·lth God i:i also characteristic of the beg1.nni.nf?; of the 'book.,
GrtHlu;:.:11y, Lozarillc real:i::ed that man is r1ble to chsng0
th:lng:~

:~c:'r:t:Hhot,

that, as Felipo told him, life i:: not

com·~

pletely predeterminedo

In the scene where he listens to the

violinist tell of his grandfather who was Viceroy of the
Indies, he doesn't believe the story, but listens because
the man needs 'a listener, "el me agradocio y a m{ no me
causaba ning&n trabajo y me reportaba alguns que otra sardina
ahumada, alg'lin que otro trozo de cocina y algunos pedazos de
pan de gratitud.

Dios dispone las cosas de forma que los

hombres de buena voluntad se ayuden los unos a los otros."

{p. 47)

Man can act, Lazarill0 sees, at least to change the

lives of others, although he does not yet see the mo1--e llishful and wide-ranging possibilities.
Pus cua 1 Duarte left home, traveled, but the grass was
never greener for hime

Now the reader takes that same trip

with Lozarillo and sees for himself that man cannot run from
the problems of his empirical existence.

He must confront ito

Lazarillo sees the towns as centers of pain and trouble, the
areas without spirit, which is linked in this book more clearly
to nature: to the

country. 11~-

Only in the country is Lazarillo

l/;_In Vis je a la Alcar1•ia, one of his tpavel books, Ce la
wanders on-foot througr1 the central parts of Spain seeking its
intorn81 strengthso He retreats from cjvilization and atfempts
t 0 find th~; spiritual heart of ·:1.iS e ountry.
rrhe at mos Phere of
Madrid 18 suffocating but the morning sky is rosy with hope as
he lea·,;eso On the road, Cela encounters hurnan:i.ty. He overnights
with an old man and h~s donkey.' This man, who understands
Nature, is last seen cleaning out ci cesspool in a town. Hagie
men appea~, flaunting their fak0 uard tricks. They also appear
in IJ'obr·~ufo.,
Cela, the old spirit, not Lazarillo, the new, goes
back tc·- f7i1ndamontal sources to 2enow himself, to redefine life.
Humor is there. The town, embodying e orrupt ion, is proud of
its electricity, representing p~ogresso Cela comments that he
went tc his room, turned on the light and undressed in the dark.
The adornments of civilization can be disorderly, chaotic,
contradictory. One has lights which are black, which give no
lishto
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free to breathe, and·there he meets the only two good people
he ever knew.

Both exemplify the

~cnse

of spirit.

Both

help in giving to Lazarillo some of the spiritual sustenance
which Pascual could never find.

Pciscual was cor•rupted by

society whereas Lazarillo represents man liberated to a large
extent from social

dependan~e$

He is perhaps the most nositive

of Cela's major characters and the spark of hope created by
his type

mak~

possible the dream of a new world such as Cela

hints at in Mrs.

Caldwell~

The deterministic view of life, expressed first-hand by
Pascual Duarte, and the absurdist view of life, conflict with
the existential view that man need not, must not, accept
absurdity without striking out for a new reality.

This con-

flict c:reates a kind of tension which can disrupt any pr•evious
s11perficial harmony which may have existed.

Most men, like

Pascual, cannot strike out creativelys so either they completely
fsil to act, accepting things a3 they are, or they strike
violently and ineffectively.9 disrupting the stBtus

purpose.

Neither is a hero.

9u~

to· no

The rare existential man who

does qu::ilify as a hero seeks to create new order out of the

djs Or'der of life.

In moving towt:n"'d this'

11~--';!~.:''t/()::•,

r:u:: t.br:;f! i;ur 8

much of men's traditional order snd thus tH"ouses the

of the society whic1:1 he threatens.

1

hostil:h~y

Lazarillo is such a

,fjgul"'\'.3.

He feels the need to seek out the hidden I"'l':sources of t'b.e
-spirit, and in his passive meditation he attempts to corne to
griµs w:ith the situntione
enough to manage

it~

Somehow, he is not quite forceful

He is in many ways the antithesis of
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Pascual Duarte, in that he remains physically passive, but he
is not one who just ignores

it~

He comes closer to being a

hero than any of Cela 1 s other major central characters.
Contrasting with the poetic glimpse of hope in the
I

Lazarillo and more like Pascual Duarte in tone, Pabellon de
repose pictures life as nothing more than movement toward
death, as the physical vitality of the inmates is spewed out
with their blood, and the spiritual vitality ebbs with it.
They no longer have any semblance of a cheerful outlook on
life.

Optimism ebbs.

Their physical sickness is paralleled

by their spi.Pitual sickness, which is the really fatal 1:Jal1Jiseo

They are alone.

11

/

Lo que mas tome es la s oledad.

Quedars e a

solas la desazona, porque le saltan a la memoria, una a una
todes las muchachas que ya murieron, solteras como ella, en
/

el pabellon.

La vida es triste, profundamente triste, y la

.

humanidad, cruel.tr

15

rrhe physical life will end one

wa~·

or

another, sooner or later, but they are making no attompt to
~eality

find a new

of the spirit.

Their loss of

spirit~al

individuality is emphasized by their being identified simply
by the number of their room rather than by name.

They hardly

have the compassion to alleviate their mutunl physical bunger.
Some realize tragically that they have never confronted the
One snys, "i Ah, s i hubiera

3bsurd1ty that surrounds them o

r•csisti.do un poco, si se hubiera negadot

no, no; todav{a not. ... 1 ~ (p. 38)
1')

.

/

;si hubiera dicho:

Others never seo this ..
I

Life

·.cornilo Jose Cela, Pabellon de reposo (Barcelona, 1957),
p. _,'l3 -·
0
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in human empirical terms is passing away and they accept this.
This is the dominant theme of the booko

There is no violence,

just the slow inexorable ebbinp; of life, of vitality, paralleled
•

beautifully in the Nature that surrounds the patients outside
their sterile world.

The blood, as it spurts out, marks the

movement toward death, as with 52, who- says that each spurt
of blood is a second of life, bringing in the aspect of time.
Nature, so all-important to the poetic hope of Lazarillo,
ignores them.

The movement of cattle from summer to winter

pastures, the departure of the

swallows~

the hibernation of

the bats, the falling of the leaves, all occur outside the
false world of the rest home.

And as these happen, the

spiritual as well as the physical condition of the patients
declines.

One comments, "La vida la hemos olvidado.

Para

nosotros no existen ya mt's horizontes que los que hemos
preferido elegir, lo cual viene a ser una venteja, sin duda
alguna~

El mundo empieza y acaba a cuatro metros de nosotros

mismos, alrededor de ntiestra cama, y las gentes quo gozan.de

los placeres de la existencia, los hombres y las mujeres que
rfen y bailan desaforadamente, que se aman y so bosan sin tiento
y sin medida, no son nuestros hnrmnnoso

11

{p. 157)

The world

inhabited by thesB patients is 0ne dominated by the old
of hunge1", which

he~e

them~

is certai·:1ly a stnrvation of the spirit.

This spiritual hunger is made mbre pressing by the approaching
prospect of immediate death.
issue.

l1hey can no 1onp;er evade the

1

In their hunger, all of tho characters of the sani-

torium demonstrate a yearning fGr somothing--for heppineas,
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perhapn--which is unattainable in this life for most.

This

raises the question of whether it is attainable in the
traditional other-world, too.

It Paises the question of

•

whether this other-world exists at all.

Fifty-two wonders

whetheI' 37 will be happy with God, nm-1 that she has died.

Will

she attain this happiness she wanted so much in her earthly
existence?

An unanswered questioh, but perhapD not one which

affords much hope for a positive reply.

She, 37, says that

she has not lost hope of happiness, but one cannot really

believe hero

Recurrent cries of despair go up to God, but

without real con\rictiono
11

They

~sk

why He has foresaken them.

•
I
• a b andona
.
d o?'
'
Dios
n,io,
pensa b a, ipor que/ me h n b"eis

la guar·da, dulce compan{a, ~d6nd.e esta's?" (po 51)

Angel de
God indeed

seems to have left them alone, ·out probably through their own
failure to seek God, or whatever the other reality is calledo

The only consolation they have is in mutual kindness and in
their own human interest in each othero

These people who are

so spiritually alone, ynarn for somo hope, but as they physjcally
lose weight, becoming physically lighter, the spiritual weights
draggins on them become proportionately more heavy until
phy~ical

death is a welcome

her• death,
(p. llt.7)

11

ond~

Forty conments

just before

Nada me importa ya morir, nada absolutamenteo 11

Another comments, "La muerte es du lee, pero su E.rnt6-

sala, crinelo 11 (p.1_56)
Co,1fronted with death, Pascual Duax•te attempts the noble

front,

~':>ut

is :inc8pa'ble of

cnri-·~ring

through with it because he,

modern man, cannot end in a noble fashion a life that has no
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real poetry or nobility.

In Pebell&n, Cela presents his

grimmest view of life, death, reality, for there is never
really any spiritual life at all.
•

are no heroos.

Man is vanquished.

There is

n~

hope.

There

Cela is telling his reader

to look, to decide if this is for him.

This is empirical

reality unrelieved either by the spirit or by meaningless
activities.

It is sick, hopeless, finite.

Even the title

implies a contradiction, for these peopie have nnything but
rest.

It is rather the repose of the living

doad~

They are

torn by hopeless spiritual anguish.
I

In La colmena and Tobogan do hambrientos, Ce la coneentrates
on society as an entity rather than emphasizing individuals.
The picture of mass spiritual hunger and sickness is even.more
overwhelrninge

The broad spectrum of characters who pass through

these novels represent all of humanity and Cela asks us to
step back for a minute and look at the typical interaction of
typical people,, to see just what constitutes our civilization
and whut it h&s to offer.
La colmena outlines the social interaction of tho people
of

Mad~id on~a

given day in 1942.

It is a brilliant portrait

of Spnnish life, as ar•e all Cela's novels.

But the deeper

signif:L0::mce lien not in its "Spanishness, 11 but in the fact
that these could be any people in any relatively modern city
of this century.

They react with prejudices and

are basic to all human beings.

~motions

which

La colmena is a composite of

the va:riou:] (iotsiled portraits and gives a picture of tFentieth
century

societj~

In a novel such as this, the story of.Pascual
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Duarte, or any of the inmates of the sanitorium, or any one
of Cela's characters could be one of the details, but only
one or two of these. characters might stand ap~rt from the mass

because they are atypical of modern man.

They represent

something of the primitive spirit which offers whatever hope
may exist for mankind.

Lazarillo is one of these, together

with Felipe, as are Timoteo e1 incomprendido, Cobino, and
other minor characters, who will be discussed later.

16

Eliacim,

the son of Mrs. Caldwell, also fits into this groupQ
The society of La colmena_ is peopled mostly by
are uncreative or succumb to the demands of society.

tho,~e

whu

Llke all

of' Ce la's v ieus of society, this one is bleak and hope 1•·)8 s.
The torment and meaninglessness of the mass interaction of
spiritually lrungry people is relieved only by the few moments

of happiness of a couple in lova, who briefly share a sense of
common humanity, of relief from physical

aloneness~

This is

not enough to relieve the spiritual alienation they feel.

This

l6Cela frequently elaborates in his short stories on
various ty;:;3s of characters so en in hfa lonp:er works. A good
exBmple of' this is in "La azarosn vida de Fer·min de la Olla,
poeta y nldeano,n Bar•aja de invan0iones, pp. 15'9-162 .. F'erm:ln
is the n:undano, uncreatfvefr1di-!IC1u5r;-searehing blindly. At
various stages Fermin collected pictures of soccer players,
the.n or humsn bones.
He deals Hith man dead 01· in one-dimons ional representation. The bones are the inanimate remains.
Ferm{n cannot cope with man living. He turns to poetry and
naturally equates quantity of rn1tput with quality. His .teacher
says he is going to· dry up the muses. He joins the poetry
magazine and dreams of having a big display in it. The~editor
is evasive and publishes only tuo sonnets. Finally, Fermin,

feeling "harto de la bu1·gues{a,! 1 but in reality simply l~ncr-eative,
becomes D Communist, ·with no re~mlt.
Ce la sums up: "LA ,vida
del pueblo segula mon6tona ~- apncible, como la vide de l;na
donc~l1o, y 1~3 v5-da de Fermin dn la Olla, 'la nzaro[rn vidGl de
Fermin,' como le gusteba oir, murchaba paralela a la vi6a del
pueblo, como en las carretas el buey da la izquiarda camina

p8ro le 1 o .s 1 buey de la derecha.. • .. n

( p.

162)
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is_society marked by· monotony.

any lasting

Nothing takes place that hos

significance~

This same view. is expressed in La familia del he"rof3, in
•

which life is no more exciting than the cup of verm& which
starts each chaptcro

There is an overall sense of stagnation,

heightened again by the general acceptance of the status quo,
here represented by the

of Mrs. Caldwello

member~!

of the aristocracy, t.he world

These characters feel that life as they

lead it is indeed pred0termined to be crude and ugly and. that

there is no point in trying to change that which is

alr 1~ady

Says the narrator, ''.Caballero: no es m(a la culpa

ordainedo

de que la historia discurra po1• cauces tan arbitrarios e incluso
·,,17

ne f an d '.)S" ·

The hero of the title is the man successful in

terms of man's society.i the antithesis of the exlstentisl hero ..
The

of the hero of this novel are never revealed

fe~ts

~ecause

the things that made him a hero in traditional terms aro
irJ:•ele..rant"

He himself is relatively unimportant, as

of the traditional heroes of mBnkind.

a:t•(::

mast

His family is also

typical of society, just as ere tho inmates of the sanitorium
and th·3 characters of La eolmoria..
basicaUy the :family of man~

contando

3

The family of the hel'o is

I'he narratoP says, "les estoy

1

ustedes la historia de mi familia.

l.9s hi:·d:.oJ.'iE•S de toda~:3 las i'ami~lias espaffolns

El conjunto de
s

es la histor>ia

de Eur.n-.iifa, la historia de la p~.t:cia do nuestros rnayores,, 11 (p. 70)
In fundamoilt81 attitudes and ovtlook, the aristocrats do not

l?
p .. 70,.

.
,,
Cann lo Jos o Ce la, _L_a f

~1_i_l_i_a _?-_G

1:.

/'

?_e_-r_)~£ (M.adr iu, 1965),
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differ from the average man.

The book ends with the gr3ndson

of the hero, basically oblivious to the larger issues, going
off to satisfy his phys ica 1 des ires

.

nos vamos de putas?"

(p. 86)

o •

"Es ya

algo

/

tarde.

lQue,

All the figures in this novel

lack a sense of spirit, of soul.
Fipla s£nchez, in La cati.ra, is the embodiment of her

societyo

She can be seen, as David Foster sees her, as an

archetypal character who emphasizes certain ideals and ls
the common denominator of society.

Pipia, the strong, otor-

nally feminine woman, feels the need to provide a
the land, her estate in Venezuela.

masto~--

for

Pacheco, her only son,

"is the extension of Pipfa into an aT'ea she as a woman nannot
entor."

18

She has all the masculine doggedness needed ·Lo

. h es
. s h.e were a man. l 9
mas t er th
· e 1 an d ano, a t t.imes wis

~i he
1

tragedy is that these people fail to tear themselves from thB

life-death cycleo
and weako

20

They despise the poetic nature as alien

I

Pipia sees hope and meaning only in her son.

gives meaning to Pipia 1 s existence.

He

Procreati.on 1 regen<,T'ation

1 '3
. WJ.. 11.iam Fos t-;er, For·ms o f t he Nove 1 in
. t he 1rro1" 1{ o.f
David
Camilo Jos~ Cola (Columbia, T•Ilssour-i, J.967T;r;:- 108-.17

n1a cntira Pipia s£nchez estGba pa'°lida y :--ieria. A la
catira Pipia sa'nchez, dFJ reci~n casada, le hub.iera g;usti~do ser
hombre, para v-olar•le la pierna a un potro y echarse al ;"erbazBl
a pfJlenrc:" Camilo ..Jos6 Gola, r_.~ cr::tl_~- (Barcelona, 196E.), p. 320

2 ')

--1 ie
.
b
. I~ nov0.l is~1ca,
/ t .
" La poes1a
" es un
Pau 1 l.
o_sorves
in
--.---·--.-·--- ___ ,.
/
vicio refinado porque sustrao al individuo de la particjpacion
en la gct:i.vidad oue le r-odea a cambio de un inl'.itil esta1' en
la S nur)OS ., 11
(pp~· 221)-26)
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of life, provide hope for the future for most people.

Pip{a

represents the land, the traditional concept of the strength
and virtues residing in those who are rooted in tho land.
tt 1

· •
·
n says p.ipia.
I
21
a ~1erra
que d a siempre,

This sense of ongoing
22
life would be, of course, an affirmation in traditional terms.
Cela sees this traditional set of values and traditional
thinking as leading to a dead end.

Within the "truth" of

Cartesian logic, Pip fa sa'nchez might be an archetype worth

emulating, perhaps an heroic figure in the tlme-honored sensa,

but in the context of Cela's world

~he

is alienated and

meaningless--not heroic, but tragically subject to the chaotic
vagaries of existence.

All of the men in her life die, thus

rupturing her· well-ordered plan3, but it is on1y after her•
son dies that Pipfats spiritual aloneness surges out.

In her

mind, it can be resolved only by having another son, for she
has no other source of relief.

The finnl tone of the book is

one of pain, sorrow, basic hopelessness.

Pip{a has the spirit

to fight but cannot free it from the fruitless lifo-doath
cycle

~f

oxistenceo

'1'hus, the tlwme of spiritu:1l hunger runs through the whole
- i le
·
+] •
.
•
~h
:18\38 u.1lS emph8RJS on c e
•t'
,
f'
.
·
1.
t.
wi ·;1drfn-rn .._ ~rom ci-1:i ___ :Lzn ~J.on, as
an nff'irmHtion of the land and nf the bosie values of hunrnn
life.
Life is c1•udt), even savage~ in La ~~ il'F.i, but Bt ·1east
it is vital.
{pp. 227-28)
21

, ·'

.

no-\re.LlStica, I
. . . In -Lacoup
-,------.-.r:-'pr1m1t1ve,
__ od 'i!J.vh t h e

22

This at t 1.tud(~ rrn ~i b~3 e u p~' rt of Co la's portrait of
traditional society fr-cm t.he ber;inning when the priest responds
to Pascualts destre to marryn
He says, 11 p8r8 esa ha cr~do
Dios a los hombres -y : :• lss rmjeros 1 para la perpotuncioi: de la
es pe c ie huma na "' 11
(~'..:_;:~:~~E~l D'tu~ rt~, p. S 0)
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spectrum of' Cela's works.
of every character.

This hunger dominates the actions

Closely related to the spiritual alone-

ness of man is the nature of the society which he inhabits,
for it is the'society that offers no resolution to his central
problem.

Cela's analysis of society is inseparable from his

philosophy, which is n reaction against Cartesian logic.
According to Basil Willey, "The criterion of tr·uth which
Cnrtesian thought set up, according to which the only real
properties of objects were the mathematical properties, implied
a deprecation of all kinds of knowing other than that of the
'philosopher.'" (p. 87)

It is precisely this thinking that

Cela probably set out to destroy and does end up destroying.
The only obvious order in most of his novels is the mathematical

and novelistic order he imposes, peflecting man's "logical"
societ)·, but underlying this imposed mathematical structure is
a chaotic a~d confused reality.

Cela reflects the superficlal order and underlying chaos
in the form of his novelsc

The obvious mathematical structures

of such works as Pabell~n and Tobog6n, or the more traditional

novel forms$ such as La
1

_3~: r1 ~:~j~.::_,

de Pascual Duarte

or~

Lazarillo

reflect the appsront and super•ficlal order of man's

c1.-...~:_lization.
ment~

f~milia

The lack of coher•ence and logic in tho develop-

of' the plot and indeed the complete departure from use of

plot at all, reflect the chaos underlying the facade, fur life
itself'

h2~

no coherent ploto

Therefore, a true novel, b-:dng

a rep1•evrntation of life, should not have oneif it is accurate.
Th~

traditional novel and plot are really part of the artificial
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facade thBt man has put over the basic chaos of life.

They

are attempts to convince himself that life does have order
and therefore must have meaning.

Only with the alienation of

•

the reader from this superficial, mathematical world-order
can Oela 1 s concept of a superior order outside of empirical
reality begin to become appurer.t.

Cela's use of form in

developing the concept of order and disorder is vital to an
appreciation of his art, as is his gradually more complete
alienation of the reader from traditional society.

The

destruction of empirical reality which marks the complete
breakdown of the traditional ncvel form in Cela is on effort
to enjoin man to seek a new reality elsewhere.

The rest of

this chapter will examine the davelopment of these aspects of

Celafs work and the final chapter will deal with the culmination of the process in Mr-s. Caldwell.
First, one must consider the formal use of order and
disorder in Cela's novels.

Cola, in discussing his most

criticized, most disorderly, and,

~ome

feel, most important

novel, Mrs,,_ Cnldwe,11, gives us a key which opens the doo1"1 to new
meaning for his entire writings.
••

o

He observes tbat,

11

Mi · novcla

es, en su aparente desorden, un homenaje al orden y, en

su il6gica evoluci6n, mi proc~ur:nado tPibuto al rigor lo'r:;ico., 11
He goes a step fuPther by contr•.;isting uel orden pUblico~-el

pst::n~doo:rden de las gentes de ordon-y el puntual:tsimo c2os de
1 a s es tr e 1 hJ s --q u e es e 1 or de n "."' i gu r os o , es c n c i a 1 y d iv Ln o :

23 Camilo
1969), p,. 366 ..

,rose Celn, Obra .£_vmpleta, vol. 7 (Barcelona,

2':>
_.)
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el orden al margen de nuestras rnedidas." (p., 367)

It is

beyond the immediate grasp of human comprehension, but may,
with effort, be attainable •
..

Taking Cela at his own word and attempting to find order
within the apparent disorder of the society that he recreates,
one can trace an evolution in his examination of man from the
disordered world of Pascual Duarte to the disordePed wo1,.,ld of

Mrs. Caldwell.

In both, empirical reality is destroyed to

some extent in the mind of the central character.• b1Jt

w"!12t;

a

long distance it is from the world of Pascual to that of Mrs.
Caldwell.

In the former, the traditional novel form ho1.ds.

There is a visible plot reflecting the relative order of the
empirical world, although one can see the absurdity and

inconsistencies in the society portrayed.

In the latte?,

empirical reality is shattered and one has moved into a completely different world.

As Cela builds in the spectrun1 of

novels between Pascual Duarto and Mrso Caldwell toward n
concep"t"; of the npuntuallsimo caos de las estrellas, 11 tho
'"
traditio;1nl form of his novel becomes more and more di.so:cdePly
in cppoor:::rne:o, although the work itself is actually ever more

tightly conceived and constructed, its unity lying now in

concepts

~:1thor

thi::n in plot.

In other 't·:ords, the more tradi-

tional t-Y-;e

for·i~iJ

the

of the empirical uor.ld it represents..

ft::l;Bde

of the novel, the more nGcurately it poptrays
As the form

becomef more untraditional and disordered, the emphasis shifts

from the facade of reality to the chaos which empirical reality
is.

Coherence lies less with the plot and other devices and
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more with the psychology of the people.

The dominant tone of Pascual Duarte is one of violence
and bizarre action, -tr_emendismu as the critics have dubbed it,
but the novel is basically contemplative and is essentially

a study of a mind in anguish, in disorder.

Pascual writes a

well-organized memoir at first, starting with his analysis of
the

dei~eI•ministic

nature of the human condition and a state-

ment of his purpose, which is to justify his actions and to
set for-th an example so that others will not end as he did. 2 ~-

Th0n ho begins an orderly narration of the events of his life,
2
stating all the meaningless vital statistics. 5 Once he moves
from tlw stable world of statistical facts, though, P3scual ts
mind ccnnot cope with the contradictions of his empirical
situ.c3tion.

He quickly becomes confused and as his uncr•eative

mind wallows in the confusion,
and disordered.

~is

narrative becomes confused

He himself recognizes this.

/

"Usted S8bra

diseulpar> el poco orden que llevo en el rolato, que por eso
de

seg~ir

por lo persoria y no por el tiempo me hace andar

24.,h.
I J..12 Btr-3.tement of purpos•.~ is strikingly remiriis cent of'
the Litr 0 (~e B'rnn Amor, in which the Archpriest in supposedly
warn~-us·--ri·ol;'"l~o· f-011ow the delectable example which he sets
for~h so tempt1nglye
1

'1c·'

~~The early portiovs of th0 novel ere clearly modcl8d on

th0 yice~e2que~ Cnla nlso make~ areat use of the errnnt searcher
in bis t~~vcl books, in a personal portrait of him8elf in
Bs~fiin, in ~~ich he notes his o0n multitude of occupations, and,
·a--:-f--;j1.i·urso, 5n his L:n;:_ir:i.llo. r:r·1:1e rneanin~less enumeration of
fscts mentioned oa.1'0ier stresses tho pointlessness of existence.,
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saltando del principio al fin y del fin
langosta vareada • • • " (p. 31)

~l

principio como

Pascual does not know how

to order his narrative at this early point.
As the· disorder of Pascual's mind increases, the violent
reactions also increase.

When the horse throws Lola, causing

her miscarriage, Pascual cannot react clearly.

The unknown

force which caused the abortion is not within his reach, so
he blindly attacks the innocent horse.

dentro no me de

jcS

ver c lara:" (p. 63)

"La rabia que llevaba

This kind of confused

reaction increases in intensity until the final murders occur.

By the time he murders his mother, his motivations are
completely confused.
forth, confused.

He poises over her, debating back and

Finally, he is forced to action by her chanco

There is no logical reason for any of the events

awakening.

that oecur.

Orderly society is in reality disorderly and

capricious and Cela presents us with no resolution to this
paradox~

Man, as represented by Pascual, is unable to cope in

traditio~al

terms with his absurd situation, except through

violcn0e, which is more distraction than confrontation.
fin~

To

really basic order within the disorderly empirical world

inhc.rd.'LoCi by
futile~
~rhc

G~'.::in

is not po'ssibleo

Any

~ttempts

to do so are

This will hold true through all of Cela's novels.

t.raCl.itiona.l picaresque form of the Nucvns andnnzas

----

~--

disorderly world in which events do not occur with logiual
order.

I
•
"
Mants world is fickle and Lazaro
finas

of cont.inuity.

.
little
sonse

'rhe picaresque is an excellent form to

c~onvey
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the relatively unlinked chain of events, because at least the
central character gives continuity to the otherwise unrelated
acts.

Cela later discards this central chara6ter, however, in

.

novels such as La colmena.

In both Pascual Duarte and the Lazarillo, Cela is using
relatively traditional forms.

Pascual Duarte develops along

a plot outline, although the plot is relatively unimportant

and not necessarily chronological.

The importance lies in tho

workings of Duarte•s mind and psychology as he confronts his
existence.

He is not atypicals but rather reflects the average

man in everything except his violent

reactions~

Only

these

are more bizarre than average, and this is largely for the
purposo of reader alienation, which will be discussed latero
The intrusion of the author into the novel in the figuro
of an editor of Pascual•s memoirs further confuses time and
presages Cela•s unabashed intrusion in later novels to create
a merging of the empirical and fictional worlds, which are in
fact. one and the same.
to

Cclt::~s

This fusion of the two is essential

purpose.

In Pascual

Du&rte~

the facade of the traditional novel

covers what is basicaJ.ly a chaotic world in which Pascual is
constantly letting himself be led astray.

It is disordered

in J>as eua 1' s mind, but rri.s mind is only ref le ct ing the rea J.ity

around him.

Later, Cela shows Mrs. Caldwell's mind destroying

that same realityc
rrt.i.e Lazarillo uses the traditional picaresque form again

to cuve.r the dis orderliness"

The picpresque concept of moving
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from situation to situation does not involve a logical plot

development, however, and in itself reflects the chaotic,
aimless vagaries of· human exisi:ence.

Life itself is a series

of relatively unrelated events which are held together, given
cohesion, by the individual who experiences

them~

It is only

a short step from hare to the unrelated events of works such
a3 La colmena.

Traditional plot is part of the contrived

facade which man uses to impose a meaningless order on his
world.

The plot of empirical life is just as contrived as

the plot of fiction.
Cela himself says that in Pabell~n he was writing a novel
to contrast with Pascual Duarte.

(Obra complet~, p .. 973)

1

r:I.

he

contrast lies not, however, in the superficial tone of Gfllm
as opposed to Duarte's violence, for both are basically novels
of contemplation punctuated by disarmingly violent occuPrcnces,

as will be discussed later.

The contrast between the two

novels lies in their circumstanceso

Pascual Duarte is a

portrait of man trying to cope with society,
society.

in his

rhe _LazaE}-ilo portr·ays man on a symbolic quest for

1

meanine:.11 obaerving life
poet. 26

imme~sed

somewha~

through the eyes of the

In Pabellbn, Gelri is t:rying to isolate human emotions

and attitudes from tho complicating fabtors of society.

Tho

sanitor<i.urn becomes a test tube, which is related to the outer
26 0

. r0m1no_e
. , d h ere
me is
Stephen Dedalus ir. Ulysses~

. o..f th
• ques t o.f
· e sym b o J.ic
Tho spiritual Stephen seokE human
completion through contacts id th the Blooms. Ce la f s no·ve1 is
much mere pienresque, however, ~~tress ir~?: the fact that events
arc related to each other only by the presence of an in(ividual
on the scene, not by cause and effect always~
a~~:nn
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world through r·emembrances and flashbacks, which in turn

enable the author to examine the personalities in an artificially ordered worldo
with ono

.
chapter

The novel is carefuliy construatad,

in each of the two parts devoted to each of

the seven dying inmate characters, each of whom reappears in
the same order, to die, in the second parte
known only by the number of his room$

Each character is

Again one sees the

superficial, mathematical order, imposed by the author, which
is part of the facade of human existence.

Within this order

there is disorder which grows from previous exp6rience jn tho

empirical world, and there is death, unrelieved by hope.

is spiritual alienation.

There

Cela divorces these souls frolli time,

thus focusing on Life and Death in their staPkost reality, yet

they are doomed by temporal exi8tence,
The stated purpose of the novel is again of interosto

In Pascual Duarte, Pascual sets himself up as Rn example from
which others can learn.

In PAbellbn, Cela enters the novel to

discuss its function and purpose,,

A doctor has written him

asking him to cease publication of the book because it sets a
bad example, to which Cele replies:

Que ningu:n enfermo s e c rea el omb J i_go de 1
Que nad ie piens e que su des gra c io
es, realrnente, ejemp1E.r 9 Que no so identifique nadie con est0s pocos af ortunados
tipos do mi f':icci6n., (p. 96)

rnundo..

Cela is really telling the reader to look at these poor people
as represuntative types.

They ar•e not different or unique,

but rather typical of us alla

Cela goes on to say that 6ach

of the characters· is renlly basically

nothing-~"un

I

vac10.,"

?6

"una s om bra es fum~ndos e, 11
"un f ingimient o. 11

11

un s imu la cro ,_" "una mer a apa renc ia,"

In so saying, he points the finger at each

of us, saying that anyone is inconsequential if he lives no
differently.

Look at these people and learn from them, for

. d•
th ey are man 1nn

Ce 1 a, as F• os t er says in
.
d iscu~s
.
.
T
/
11'.lg
_o b ogan,

referred to in a later footnote, becomes even more the doctor
with his specimens, pointing out the problems.

His form

becomes more superficially imposed and he abandons tha

traditional elements of plot.
No action occurs.

There is no story being told.

Characterization becomes paramount and the

characters become real people because they are psychologically

real.

Each character reveals his own shallow being by

expressing his thoughts.

In Pa3cual Duar•te, for example, one

is not reading a story about a msn.

One is reading the reflec-

tions of a real person on his o-,..;rn existence.

One does t1ot

feel the presence of an author, only of an editor who is
presenting the thoughts of an interesting person, Pascual, which
the reader can interpr6t as he likeso
of Hrs. Caldwell is much the same.

The epistolary form

One is left to interprHt

the fragmented letters of this :ady as he

will~

If the reader

dcea not see the world more or less as Cela does, then he will
reject this novel as meaningless and accomplishing nothing more
t::.-wn extreme n1ierwti.on of the i-eader, as many critics and
rocd3rs have Glready done.

By inaerting himself into the

dialogue, Cela raises the questj.on of where reality lieso
is

r'1a~d.·~g

He

a crmscious effort to confuse the world of fiction

and the empirical world again, to fuse them by fusing his
fiction3l chsracters with empirical beingso
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I

The final lyrical passage of each c?apter of Pabellon
is a theme song.

It is full of Lorca-like imagery of Doath

and sounds like the.tolling of the funeral bell after each

.

chapter of Part II, as tho inmates one by one reach the end
of their lives and are carted away.

It also gives the final

summary-man's finite body is carried off by Deuth on h:is
drab wheelbarrow with the coffin criss-crossed.I' no touch of
the transcendental, no real hope, no mention of God, to rot
in the groundo
might

The red-haired gardener might be Death or
be man himself, carrying himself to the

~ctually

h~

grave~

/

In Pabellon, the use of form to reflect empirical reality
is perhaps at its sharpest focus, as the mathematical facade
of hume.n existence lifts the inmE1tes from the chn os of the :Lr
lives, viewed in retrospect without the imposed order o:f'
chronological time.

This most orderly of novels, orderly in

its superficial organization, mHsks a world of chaos, of
individuals lost and alienated in a meaningless reality, in a
spiritual voido
Having showed us humnn existence from the point of vj_ew
of the individual, Ce la now shifts his focus.

Rather tht:rn

cent eriDg on the indi v Idw::i l ch.are ct er linking various

meaning l.efj3 events, he pulls back in such novels as La colmena

1~nd ~To_E_~S,~!?_ to look at hundred~: of those individuals inter-

rep r· e s e ~ 1 t; 3 'v iv 8 typo s , Ce 1 a , in b is no v e 1 is t i c port r a its of
• t y, t.n.rows
'.
h.12
• reaaer
~
socJ_e·
in +-... o tl1e nnast: 01 t'ne +.veem1.ng c h. gos
0

0

'

of his c:lvLLlzntir·n,

Rath0r

th~m

•

n

0

emphns:l:':.CJ the individual,
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he puts him into the· proper

porspectivo~

Ho appears as one

of many minor characters in proportion to his relative importance in the world of mants

.

creation~

In a review of La familia del

/

h~~'

David Foster observes,

"The most prominent characterif,tic of Ce la's work is the new
novel's substitution of pattern for plot. 1127

Then, in anothe1"'

place, speaking specifically of Tobog,n, he claims that
"Either plot as the unifying thrcrnd of the novel does not
exist, or the plot is life itself as a

system of interactions.

Only the lntter system of' correspondences gives Tobog~n
.

co h es1on.

u28

If, then, the plot is life Itself, as I believe

Foster is correct in observing, the life viewed here has no
more than a superficial order, imposed on it.

In La familia

I

de 1 he:r>oe, for example, the only re as on for chapter changes

is the need of the dissipated narrator, grandson of the hero,
for another glass of vermouth.
because life has no real order.

There is no sense of real order
It is the narrator's stream

of thought that determines the order of events

here~

In

La colmenn, life is pictured as a hodge··podge of meanin::i;less

activity, drawn together by the thread of sequentiel

re~s-

tionships between the various characters, most of them very
weak and lacking any meaning.

?71
'-

As Foster says, the1•e is

Dav id Foster· 1 book revif;W in Books Abroad,

1966 ) ' pt' 318 •
2d

Foster, Fo!·ms of tho No':·el, p. 121.

a~'i

q_O (Summer·
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context of mutual acquaintanceshipc. u 29
is no different o

Ce la

1

s view of man

Man is unworthy in the sense that he

refuses to come to grips with life, to str•uggle against the
•

meaninglessness of it.

He accepts all with the sarne sense of

fate ..

In Tobog£n, the same mathematical, superficial order is
imposed.

There are a certain number of characters in the first

part who reappear in the second, only in reverse order, thus
constituting a circle.

The system is reminiscent of tho

I

technique of Pabellon except, of course, for the far grenter
number of characters and the reversing of the order.

The

novel concludes with the ar•tificial t1'lick of bringin5 t.he reader
back to the original character, who reappears for the first
time since the opening chapters.
ends.

He then dies end tha novel

The meaningless circle is complete, raising obliquely

the quosti.on of whether msn can indeed break this circle,
which is the central point of Cela 1 s inquiry.
The obvious focus· of Ce1a 's writing is on the mass,
meaningless wanderings of the individuals who create and
comprise the civilization in which we all exist.

Cela, however,

is interested jn far more than just picturing society,
traying it for what it is.

por~

He .is interest eel in prodding his

fellows from their abulia to take positive action which
might break the circle.

The fiTst step is to alienate the

reader froru this absurd world, a process which builds from
?CJ

_,,Foster, Forms of_!_~~. Nov~l, p. 740
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the early tremendismo30 of Pascual Duarte to the shattering
and confused fragmentation of Mrs. Caldwell.

ThB second is

to provide possible. prototypes to serve as vague models for
the behavior ~f other men.

Then, in Mrs., Caldwell, Celn

creates a new reality in which the creative reader can immerse
himself.
First, consider the technique of reader alienation.

As

noted earlier, the dominant tone of Pascual Duerte is violent
and bizarre due to the excessive barbarity of a few of the
actions, even though the bulk of the novel is basically
contemplative.

From the very beginning of his writing, Cela

is intentionally trying to shock his reader.

It is obvious

that the characters such as Pascual are spiritually alienated,
but Cele's major task is to make the world so distasteful that
the reader will become psychologically alienated from it.
The do~inant repose of Patell6n seems to contrast with

the violence of Pascual Duarte, but actually neither is a
novel of action and, if anything, Pabell6n lends a new tlimension to the concept of tremendismo.

Part of the shock power

of Pascual Duarte was in the abrupt and b.izarre

violent outbursts.

contras~;s,

the

The same abrupt contrasts take placo in

Although they are not as physically

violent-~

attacks by one person on another--they are as bizarre, und
3oTh0re arc many varied interpretations of tr>omendismo.
I take it to mean the use of scenes crude and disgusf1ngbeyond
the averoge .sensibilities, to create a sense of' revul:Jinn, a

desire to dissociate from that which is going on.
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they effectively alienate the reader.

O?e is reading a

rather lyrical passage and suddenly, abruptly, he is confronted with a patient spewing out blood.

These crude scenes,

•

basic to the human condition, punctuate the book and are
extremely effective.

Just as j_n Pascual Duarte they stress

the basically illogical disorder of human existence and they
serve to begin the process of reader alienation.

In the Lazarillo, the reader is revolted by the actions
of civilized man, as is Lazaril.lo himself.

The dishoneaty

and inhumanity of the various masters ar•e heightened by
bizarr0 scenes which contrast with the dominantly poetic
tone of the works.3 1

These scenes erupt suddenly amidst the

poetry of nature, the relative serenity of life away from the
towns.

Thus, the reader is alienated from traditional society,

from civilization, and hope resides in the nature of the souls
like Felipe and the growing awareness of this spir:i.t· in La'zaro.
It1 all of these earlier novels, the attempts at reader,

alienation are not carried to the point where Cela risks

31

one such scene is a nightmare in which all the townspeople are beating the naked Ni0holas and jeeringo There is a
boy made of antso The people shove a torch up his rectum and
he disi9tegrates. Such acts constitute the nightmare from
which Lazaro is saved by the Guardia, who wake him to check nis
. pa-oer>s.
Lazarillo says, "Solo ~18 bended.do a la Guardia Civil
una vez en mi vida; fue cuando jque lla nochc, ·,'fa con e 1 horizonte clareando, me·despertaron· para pedirme el documento • • •
alejarcn con un sueffo a las torvos espectros que lo poblaron~
Jamfi's recuerdo haber pasado posndilla semejantol>" (p. 92) One
notGs the contrast of the nightmare with the lovely night~ as
well as the growing use of the nightmarish state, the shattering
of reality in the mind, which began with Pascual's tranc~ over
his mother and builds up to the shattered mind of Mrs. Caldwell.
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losing his reader, a· trend which is more evident in his later
wor.. kB.

In all his wor•ks, Cela analyzes society throu3h the

relationship of the·individual to it, as well
nation from itv

~s

his alie-

That which becomes increasingly apparent in

Cela, however, is that he goes farther and farther toward
alienating thB reader from society, that is

1

frooo the world·

which he is portraying, while trying to draw him to some
other world, such as he lays tbB groundwork for in Mrs.
Caldwell.

As he alienates, the form of his novel changes

into something of a hodge-podge and one must find order in it
by examining the themes and the characters, for Cola is moving
towar•d a ver•y positive theme--that the world is not predeterminad and that man can bre8k the meaningless circle
existence.

his

1)f

Cela has little hope that man will see the light

and force himself out of his rut, but the poGsibility is there,
represented by the few figures who might be called heroes.
They are minor characters usually, because they occupy

2

minor

place in the values of man, and they are constantly threatened
with extinction because they challenge the

st~tus

guo just be-

.
32
cause they exist.
David Foster find8 the main distinction between La catira

and the earlier La colmena to b2 the alienation created by
the narrator, because of whom

W3

33
are not sure of realitv.
.,

This is true, but the narrator had been used to confuse-the

32

christ, ns mentioned eerlier, would be such a fiEure,
because be threatened to show thgt human i=i ociet.y,
empirical reality, is meaningless.
eJ~ocnted

~?

~-Foster,

Forms, p. 115.

fictitious and actual worlds before, as _already mentioned.
In LR catirn, Ce la is actually taking the reader one step
beyond La colmena, in which he portrayed the meaninglessness
•

of mass interaction.

Having shown him this monotonous and

meaningless repetition of patterns from birth to death, Cele
now shows him the irrelevance of that society, even in its

heroic archetypal proportionso
In La catira, Cela draws a rather traditional picture of
the people drawing strength from the land, not unlike those
of many other authors.

Pacheco gets into a good guy-bad guy

type of confrontation in which Pacheco, the virtuous, t1·iumphs

over the pervert Alquiles Valle and restores peace to the
plains~

This could have been the point of a traditional

novel, but here it is part of the continuing portrayal Gf
man's absurd society.

The main point lies in the alien&tion

of the reader from this traditional concept.

If this world

created by Cela were meant by him to be emulated, he would not
take the pains he does to

alien~1te

details the process quite well.

the reader from it.

Foster

Among other things, he observes,

nrrhe syntactic structures of La catira come to represent the
predominant elements of alienation of the reader.

When the

latter is forced to see the 'reality' of the novelistic world
through a grid of artificiality, his identification with and
sympathy toward that world are considerably dulledo" (po 112)

Ho apparerJtly sees this use of the Venezuelan dialect
al "i.enat ion.

"The more literate the reader is

cr(~ating

. . . the

further he is likely to be removed from the reality of

t~e
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land." (p. 113)

Finally, Cela creates qistance and alienation

by mnking his subject distasteful through the characterization

and descriptive method of tremendismo.

While.correctly

defining the ~echnique, Foster fails to see the purpose for
the alienation.

He accuses Cela of losing his way in trying

t o crea t e new f orms.

Friowevor,

i'f

p•ip1~
I
S one
/ h ez were arc b. . e-

typal and representative of the positive and enduring values
of lif3, Cela would not deliberately alienate his readers.
The only alternative conclusion is that Cela is not in control

of his writing.
himsel~

see the

If he has such little ability that he cannot
conf~sion

that his techniques create and he

has indeed lost his way, then he certainly deserves a far
lower position as a writer than ho is generally accorded .by
most CJ'it:i.cs.

This is not the caseo

Precisely because hin

archet·s·pe, representing the best perhnps tbat man can offer,

still succun1bs to her reality, made meaningless when Pacheco
is for no reason plucked away by death, Cela removes us frcrm
sympatr1y with the story.

In the storyt traditional "good" is

extolled and triumphs over traditional "bad."

One con oven

admire the strength of Pip{a, j~1st as one admires the indoml-

table spirit of Satan in Paradise
irr~levant

~ost,

but it is all made

and meaningless by the uncontrollable death of

Pacheco, which removes all

hope~

Net only is the reader alienated from the "reality" of
Pip{a rs wcrld by Pacheco's death.

The chaos of that world

itself', as in all the previous 110vels of CeJn, is emphas5.zedo.
Pacheco, the only s ourco of hopE-< for PJpfa, is killed in a car
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wreck, the victim of ·expanding civilizat.ion.3 1+ Thus, the
primitive world of Pipfa succumbs even more quickly under
the pressures of modern civilization, represerited by the car
<

itself, the instrument of fate.
In Tobogtn, as in La colmena, no one individual stands

out.

All are seen as part of the huge fabric of life. 35

Ce la

is concerned with individual behavior in the context of society~

Most of the same techniques of reader\ alienation as were used
/

in La catira are at work in Tobogan.

Foster sees in this

novel that both the author and the reader are kept out of the
"closed society" and have no relevance to that society.

"The

result is an alienation much more subtle than Cela has
attempted before, but one that is just as effective.,n3 6

Cela

again deliberately alienates the reader and for tho samo

reasono

This society is not a desirable reality, although it

3tiC.ela frequently portrays the dangers of civilization
and its capricious ability to disrupt9 One of tho best is tho
short story Santa Balbina 37, i~ which the seemingly unimportant event ofa girl getting gaJ fixtures in her apar•tment for
the first time becomes dominant. At the· end she is killed
just pr•ioI' to her marriage, by gas fumes, a victim of progress.

35 In ToJogan,
1
/
man

.
.
d in
. h.is soc1e
. t y. T h e 1nn1. :i •
1s
immerJe
vidual is only a part of this tapestry. As Foster says.: "no

one· individual is of any real importance • .. •

Hather, of

primary· interest is the picture of mankind.tt
(F1orms, p. 131)
·He also mentions, "It is as if Gela were hovering over a tank

of rare tropical fish, pointer tn hand, singling.out fo~ the

amusement of his audience the interesting features of hls

collection. The reader is pushod back a step further to observe
these proceedings, only infrequontly seeing over the shrulders
of Cela ond his interlocutor • • • " (p. 130)

36Foster, Forms,

Po 129.
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can be examined and bne can learn from it.
action.

There is little

Mostly the reader is an outsider viewing the motives

of those involved in the story.

The overriding sense of

spiritual hunger and aloneness reaches dramatic and epic
proportions here.

The whole idea of these hordes of stnrving

people, starving for spiritual relief, is combined with the
continuing alienation of the reader from this society in which
he dwells.

If the novel is life itself, then Cela is trying tu
represent the senselessness of reaJ.ity and that is
far as he can go :i.n thGt directiono

almo~t

as

At the same time, he i.s

attempting to seek new horizons, to create now stretcher of
the imagination.

rrhus, his worlrn build, not in a complc:tely

chronological line, but thematically, to tho lJttempt in Mrs ..
Caldwell to take this meaningless r>oality, destroy it tb.rough

the disintegrating mind of the average person and then, using
her

dsmen·~ed

observation3, take flight into a new realm and

create a now self-contained world apart from empirical reality.
The novel itself becomes a creative life-force, an existential

masterpiece.t and :is reaily his H10st successful, rather than 5
as most critics c1tdm, only a fur-out virtuoso handling of
the alienation of the readero
gradua~ly

r:i~he

problem is that Cela has

alienated.the reader to the point that few hav0 taken

the time to attempt to find the higher order, thG greater'

reality, which Cela i5reaching for: trying to define.

Once

he !'las ·alienated the reader from the tr•sditional, Cela wrrnts to

take hjm one step further, drawing him into a new realm of
creative activity of the

mind~

CHAPTER IV: MRS. CALDHELL~THE
CHALLENGE 'l10 CREATE
M1•s. Caldwell habla con su hijo is the high point of

Cele's writing to date because it represents the farthest
he has yet carried the trends discussed earlier in this
paper.

Firstj and most obviously, it involves extreme

alienation of the reader from traditional societyo

Second,

the breakdown of the traditional for·m of the novel is complete,
paralleled by the strongest attempt to move from empirical
disorder to a higher, stellar order.

Third, a real attempt

is made to suggest some resolution to the problem of spiritual
aloneness.

Fourth, the merging of form and idAa, typical of

all Gala's works, is most complete here.
complete that it is very difficult to

separately.

The morgor is so

discuf~s

form nnd idea

In effect, Cela has written a totally different

novel, one which invites the reBder to enter a new world and
become part of ito

. Alienation of the reader is carried beyond that of La
/

cath·H and rr o~ogan de hmnbrientos"

Some of the same clements

of the traditional 6mpirical world remain 1 but they appear
through the gnrb1ed remembrances of Mrs. Ca ldwe 11 i.n the

earlier stages of her

insanity~

By this means, one gets a

pictura of society--the cocktail parties, the minor love
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affairs, the petty squabbles, all the attempts to escapa
boredom and aloneness.
and unattractive.

This society is sterile, dissipnted

It is the world of Mrs. Caldwell and she

represents this civilization just as Pip{a s£nchez represented the primitive world of La catira.

Mrs. Caldwell is

the embodiment of her society and her words portray its
sterility and its defensiveness against all that is now&

The

book is punctuated with "words to the wisen from Mrs. CEildwell,
I
such an, "Yo pienso que el amor al trabajo, hijo mio, nc1 el

trabajo, es un grave pecado yen esa idea procur6' educa1•te." 1
Her attitude is just the opposite of Pipfa S'nchoz.

Mrs.

Caldwell casts aspersions on those who she thinks might upset
her own tradi.t iona i order.

"Tu primo Ricardo es un z£ngano

que no hace m§s que disgustar a su madre." (Ch. 17, p. 36)

It is clear that the threat to the mother, representative of
tradition and order, is what bothers her, not his being an
idler, and that MPs., Caldwell soes in Richard too much of
Eliacim displeasing his own mother.

problem.

This is the cr-ux of her

In La cot ira, the reader is alienated from the

primitive vs1ues of ?ipfa s£.nchez and the land she representn
because they are hopelessly doomed to failure, in spite of
the ind,ividual strength shnwno

This tirouses admiration.

One

can a drnire the spirit of a Pip fas but she is st ill urwbl;3 to

break the cycle of life and death.

The reader is alienated

:from Mrs. Caldwell's civilized world, howeveP, because it has

1

.
/
Camilo Jos1:-1 Cela, Mr's. Cnldwell hnhln con

(Barcelona, 1958), p.,

4_9:·-

~

h:ijo

no values whatsoeverc.

The ideal world of Mrs. Caldwell is

complete facade over the chaos in which all mankind dwells.
To accomplish alienation of the readerCela does use a refined form of tremendismoo

in

Mrs. Caldwell,
For example,

Mrs. Cald\vell contrasts the luxuraiant greenhouse with her
desi~e

to be a ball of green dung, (Ch. 49, p. 60) but he

relies more heavily on the use of a system of symbols which
are rooted in the person and thoughts of Mrs. Cnldwell, not

in some traditional symbology, easily recognizable to all.
In addition, the lineuistic arrangements aid in the proness,

as is discussed belowo
The fragmentation of time is easily seen in the short
glimpses of existence which Mrs. Caldwell doles out to the
reader with complete lack of chronological coherence.
make little sense at first,
ments.

becau~e

They

they are shattered frag-

They follow each other with no logical order or thread

of unity or transition.

They arc like a series of brief

essays thrown together and having no connection one with the

other.

At least, they have no connection which is common to

the experience of the reader.

Even within one of the short

glimpses, there is not necessarily any unity of time, place

or action.

Mrs. Caldwell, trying to escape the inexorable

flow of time, shatters it with the illogical wanderings of
her

t11~1d.

Alienation of the reader is thus tied inoxtr•icably

to the confused form of the novel, to be discussed below.
The confusion of the symbols and inwge ry further a !.ienates
the

reader~

Paul Ilie's study of Cele's techniques in this
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area is generally correct and

consequen~ly

there are in the

next few pages an extensive number of references to his
interpretationo

He falls short, however, in hot recognizing

the relationship of these techniques to Cela's ideas and
philosophic intent.
Ilie observes accurately thot the symbols and imagery
are founded in Mrso Caldwell's own demented experience and
not in thB realm of Freudian psychology or any other reference
familiar to most readers, although Freudian interpretation
2
can be applied.
He sees the confusion of symbols as a
circular reference

11

que comien2.a y acaba en las obsesiones

de Mr•s. Caldwell, lo que hace Ja tarea formidable." (p. 186)
For example, Ilie finds the sea equated with feminine
sexuality .. 3

Mrs. Caldwell worr·ies about losing Eliacim to

sexual.ly attractive women.
the sea

com~s

Sir,ce Eliacim dies in the sea,

to symbolize this obsession. Whether or not one

agroes with Ilie's interpretation of a particular symbol, he
is clearly correct that the meaning of the symbols and images
is rooted pr•imarily in the novel itself, thus alienating the

reader by using points of reference unfamiliar to him.
2

Ilie says in La novel{sti~a, from which all of hi~ quotes
in this section aretaken-; 1 rPorsu intenci6n surrealistF., la
obra invita a la interprotaci6n freudiana, en especial eon
respecto a su simbolismo. No o~stante, intentar~ una etpli. / so b re b ases nuramAn~e ar~1s
I
t 1cas~
•
.
•
1
cac1on
sin
1gnorar,
cLero
est6, las inevitablos implicaciones froudianas • • • Creo
que los s lrnbolos pueden ser;. ent3ndidos en la mn:yor{a de los
casos sin ayudas psicoanaliticaJ. 11
(p. 166)
.i-

•
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A further source of alienation is the linguistic usageo
Ilie notes this well:
I
. .
Las mas
elementa 1 es normas de 1 lenguaJe
apa~ecen abandonadas, ospecialmente en
lo que atane a los adjectives. La
primera inc6moda sensaci6n de irrealidad
nos da el antit6tico emparejamiento de
'mans os -inquietadoPes,' 'dulces-ofens ivos,'
'familiares-oprobiosos.• La zozobra
proc ede no do 1 o paradbj ic o, pues una
paradoja puede ser comprensible, sino
m~s bien de lo iltgico de las palabras.
El deliberado desorden que Cela introduce
en el uso del vocabuJario, un uso qua el
lector puede normalmente predecir
rnediante su experiencia, confiere a la
descripci~n un aire de irrealidad. (pp. 201-2)

This world of irreality is exactly what Cela wants to create
and has been so successful in doingo

The language itself is

naturally simple, but the syntax and basic usage is unfgmiliaro

Now the question of reader alienation must be considered
more closelyo

In previous novels, Cola has been

the reader from the traditional world.
the purpose, but he goes further.

alien8:~ing

Here, this is pnrt of

As with the symbolisM,

the only meaningful relationship between the fragmented
chapters lies in the psychology of Mrs. Caldwell.

Once she

has destroyed the facade of her empirical world, Mrs. Caldwell
unwittingly creates an entirely new world which generates its
own meBning without necessarily using traditional relat:l.onships.

Rather than alienating the reader, as in other novels,

these techniques are creating a now world at the same time
and Cela is challenging him to anter this new world and try
to crepte something out of it.
Caldwell something different.

This idea is what makes Mrs.
The novel does not describe,
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it becomes.4
This merging of idea and form requires that Cela
dispense with the traditional novel form completely, as he

.

had been gradually doing in other novels and has continued

doing.

Since the novel is this new world, it must have a

completely new formo

The only traces of traditional existence

at all are flashback memories which show the shattered
remnants of the old facade of civilization.

Also, now that

the traditional novel form has been discarded, one finds
superficial disorder, but underneath it a glimpse at the
"puntualfs imo caos de las estrellas

o

11

F:i..rst, a look nt how Cola achieves this now form aT.!d with

it his new worldo

Ilie observes:

En esta novela, el sentido experioncial
del orden qua el lector poseo resulta
enteramonte confundido. Todo acto de
· / s e ver1.:.
· r J.ca
·
c omprens ion
us us.1 men t- e
ba~Kndose en lo aue el individuo ya ha
aprehendido y cornprende.
La difi~ultsd
do la novela surge de tres condiciones:
una mentalidad ajena a la dol ledtor;
una falta de continuidad narrativa quo
da por resultado contextos breves e
independientes; un tipo de simbolos
infrRdcsarrollados o (p. 201)
Referring then to the chapter in Mrs. Caldwell concerninR a

"ciE?I'VO disecadon Ilie continues, "Es evidonte que lFJ

re~Jlidnd

tal como Ortega la define resulta aqu{ virtualmente dest:-ufda.
Lo Jnicb que hallam6s reforihle a nuestra experiencia es una

4Ilie sees this as the most important aspect of Mrs a
Ca ldwe 11., "Ce la os una de los raros es crii tores on los· qu(.; e 1
estilo j tema se hallan tan coheranto o irrevocableruonto
interrelacionados quo resulta virtualmente imposible sepirar
al uno del otro..
(p., 161)
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cabeza de ciervo y el acto de quitar el. polvo." (p. 201)
Only spotty references to our reality remain and they are
now embodied in a new system of symbology.
The basi~ disorder and chaos have finally surfaced
completely in the disordered wanderinss of one of society's
staunchest supporters, Mr•s. Caldwello
form is gone completely.

Thus, the trad:i.t ionnl

Even the pattern which sufficod to

give artificial unity to earlier novels is missing.

In

Chapter 112, Mrs. Caldwell refers to the death of the clock
which rtrn8 the city, although "la ciudad ha seguido su narcha
con un imperceptible y acaso saludable desgobiePno. 11

'I'he

stopping of time, of superficial order, in her mind has not
stopped the flow of things, but rather has given a new health
to thm1, even in the resultant disordero

There is then no

mathemntically contrived order here for the reBder to cling
to.

He must plunge into the psychological world of the

chBracters to find the unity and with it the meaning of the
novelo
Mrs. Caldwell lives in a world of gracious civi.lization
summarized well in the chnptcr on tho

lawyer~

without cases.

This lawyer "tenia un fino bigote entrecano y unos ojos color

.

.

.

.

desengBno que entornaba con d1splicenc1ao

5 Tam b ion
. 1'
I
ten1a unos

botinei gris perla y una corbatG de discretos y bien entonados
colores." (p .. 112)

He is the embodiment of the proper, super-

5Jlje m9kes much of the eye imap;ery, r•epresenting tbe everproEent Eliacim. This type of imagery and 3ymbolism are part
of the technique that make the novel difficult, for they
contain the meaning, and the rc-:ader mn.st create moaning through
his own interpr>etnt ion o
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ficial world which

M~s.

Caldwell so loves, the one which she

wants so much to have Eliacim represent.

But the lawyer has

no cases, no meaning, under his facade.

with it all.

He is disillusioned

The pairing of the color gray with disillusion

is intentional.

All of this shows in his eyes.

wishes to discuss her aloneness with himo

11

Mrs. Caldwell

jSi viera unted

So they alleviate their

la sol.q que me encuentrol" (p. 112)

physical aloneness,
/

E 1 ab 09-a d o s in p 1 e it o s y yo , hi j o nn o ,

nos re1mos mucho y nos abrazamos.
/
Despues, descorcho unn botella de
champ6n y puso un cadencioso vals on
el p;ram6fono, un cBdencios o vals que
bailamos con las caras muy juntas.
No lo volv{ a ver m6s, Eliacim, pero
te juro quc el obogado sin pleitos
era un hombr·e encantado1.. , un verdHdero
y rendido caballero. (pp. 112-13)
~

This is the world that Mrs. Caldwell

remembor~s,

longer exists in this novel at all.

In

L~

rical uorld exists as part of the novel.

but it no

catira, tho empi-

Even in PabelJGn

de reposo, the patients exist in an isolated part of the real
world, remamberi11g the otheP pa:rt ()

only a memory and just as well.

In Mrs.!.. Caldwe1.l, it is

In that world there was no

resolution to the central probl9ro of mankind--spiritual

alonenLss.

rhe lawyer could alleviate her physi.cal aloneness,

1

but covld not

~ive

her .spiritual meaninBo

Mrs

o

Caldwell,

like Pascual Duarte~ becomes confused in her search for
meaninG because she cannot brosk with
tence-

b~r

empirical axis-

Pascual's memoirs never reached the state of confu-

sion of Mrso Caldwell's because he himself never reached the
comp1ete1y befuddled stace of mind which sends Mrs$ Caldwell
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to the Royal Insane Asylum.

Pascual, as his confused mind

confronts the world around him, strikes out in physically
violent acts of frustrationo

Mrs. Caldwell reaches out for

her one rock of hope, her son, and clings to him desperately,
in the only way possible, by deluding herself that he i3 still
there.

At some points she comes closa to admitting the

empirical reality of his death, such as in ths chapter on
Eliacimts winter• slippers.

She wants to p:;et away from the

"zapati.llos de los muertos" who no longer need them.

This

nearly makes real the death of those aboard the Furious, the
ship on which Eliacim dPowned.

Hero also is a page burned

by fire, as if she is attempting to destroy reality by
destroying the manuscripts with the fire of her passion, in
order to retain her illusiono
As noted in the previous chapter, escape from spiritual
aloneness is attempted by some, but in the portraits of society
such as La colmena, most exist without any hope, and no
attempt is made to confront their aloneness at all except.an

occasional cry of despairo

A few, like Pascual, are violente

A few reflect 9 as did Lazarillo,

confrontin~

their aloneness

with attempts to f'ind the compa;.;sionate side of their fellow
beings.

The inmates of the rest home squirm and struggle a

bit as their

vitali~y

oozes away, but the lar•ge bulk end up

accepting their meaningless end as pre-ordained, Gomething
over which they have no control.

This sense of predestination

is expr3ssed in all of Ce la's i.·rnrks, including Mrs" Caldt,,rnll,
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were
h
s1e
1
regre tsh er 1 ac k of f. ree d om t.
·o move a b ou t .in +·
u1meo 6
Mrs. Caldwell is uncertain of the days of the woek.

She wants

Mondays to be Thursdays, for she feels herself dying on
Mondays especially and wants to live three or four days in
advance.

She says, "Esta' muy cxtendida la comun creencia de

pensar que todos los lunes son lunes.

/
/
Ser1a
mas hermoso que

parte de la humanidad defendiese firmernente que algunos lunes
son junves." (p .. 59)

This confusion of

11

f Dcts" and time

createa a more and more disordered worldo

Mrso Caldwell is

ironicnlly stating just what Cola would say, that some should
argua

~:trongly

that Mondeys aro Thursdays.

But Mrs o Caldwell

cannot break the empirical life-death cycle and therefore
feels predastined to exist according to the superficinl
rules of societyo

Significantly-, it is society that pr•edou-

tines jtself, for man ties hlms11lf to his own superficial
rules.

Mrs~

Caldwell states it well;

Mientras no se tome una detorminaci6n
/
heroica y casi revolucionaria, yo seguire
atenazacla al ~uro baneo del no poder
decldir por mi misma 09 que a{a de la
semana vivo y en que dJ.a de ,la semana
quiei-•o vivir. Esto, hi.io mio, no es el
libre albedrlo.
(po S9)
·
·
th a t we a 11 mus t a t , t emp,t
Co 1 a is
saying

heroica y revolucionaria."

see the necessity

f~r

n 1a

d e t erminacJ.on
·
· /

But first, each individual must

making it,

At tirnes, Mrs. Caldwell cones back to reality briefly

6 One remembers here such a .writer as I\urt Vonner;ut,
whose cnar•c-jcters i•egularly becor.1e "unstuck" in time, with the

freedom to search out new meaniD~s. One feels that such a
things might hove h9ppened to Eliacimo
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and yearns for an earlier age, one which would not confuse
her and cause her such grief:
Pero cuando retorno, con las orejas.gachas,
a la triste y usual realidad, Eliacim, veo
que he nncido a destiempo, que ya no pude
alcanzar la era de los pisapapeles de
hronce que representan personajes mito16gicos, literarios, histbricos. (p. 107)
She yearns for a world which could define its values, could

define "good" and rest its hope in a faith in its own values.
'J1he solid bronze facades of a past reality have proved
ophemeralo

Now all she has is Eliacim whom she doesn't

understand and whom she cannot reach.,
gr·~tion

She sees the dis inte-

of her tradition in the following passage, "Desde que

en los orfanatos de 9aridad, Eliacim, se adiestra a los ninos
pob1.,es en el manejo de las armas do los caballeros, el mundo
anc18 mucho rn~s confuso y revuelto, mucho ma's al desgair•e y

al buen tunt.un: aunque, sin fijarse con un mayor detenimiento,
pudiera psrocer lo c ontrario."
is tho fencing sabre. 7
crumbled around hero

(po 94.)

The gentleman's weapon

Hor nin·3teenth century world has

This time past is not retrievableo

This

is the same world of La fmnilin del he'roe, a wor•ld existing

beyond its time and corrupt and meaningless, losing itself in
its. cup of vermoutho
Mrsco Caldwell's flight from spiritulll aloneness creates,

ironically, a new w6rld, but one which she cannot compruhend.
Therefore, she goes insane.

Ju8t prior to leaving for the

Royal Insane Asylum, Mrs .. Caldwell makes one last attempt to
7

'This paper does not deal extensively with symbolism o~
imagery, but it can be noted thHt the rnan~y sexuo.l images r·ef'er
to Eliacim, eog.,, the SBbr'Go
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grasp the lost empirical reality.

She

~laims

her house is

out of order, and restores this order through a superficial
inventory of her possessions.
matical

.
order of

She can restore the mathe-

the facade that existed, but it is not

enough to restore the order of her mind.
From the Asylum, Mrso Caldwell writes her last four
letters, one representing each of the four elernents--Air,
Earth, Fire 1 Water--of the physical world.

The reader is

challenged to come to terms with them as Mrs. Caldwell cannot,
and crente something with them.
earth, empirical reality.
de tier>r·a. 11 (p. 220)

Mrso Caldwell is herself the

Her breasts are ''in~tilmente llanos

She is unfertile, unable to take the

positive action so vital to the existe11tial view.
h3d thought of herself at times as changing into
de estiercol del invernadero. 11 (p. 60)

Oncej she
11

un puHadito

Thus$ she expressed

her desire for real fertility, for being able to engender
s ornething worthwhile

o

In the chapter on fire, her room in the Asylum fills.with

fire, representing the passion she feels for Eliacim, her
sexual yearning for him, for union with the one thing

gives her life meaning.

t~at

The chnpter has many phallic imageso

She sees him in the corner, "Agazapado y con el rabo entre

las piernas (un rabo carnoso y

~erminado

,/

en un anzuelo do un

desvaido color verde claro) • • • " (p. 221)
vueltos cuernos al rojo, amor

'

m~o,

,

"Tenias lo:::

al rojo vivo •

She dresses and und:r•esses constuntly in her mind.

•

•II

(

p • 221 )

She finds

the fir-e "devastador y maldito,. 11 corriporh1g it to the fires
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of Hello

One can read this as a

derang~d

old lady in the

final stages of insanity, but the question mark about the
meaning of this chHpter and tho whole novol is Eliacim, who

will be discussed shortly.
Air seems to represent tho emptiness which surrounds

Mrso Cgldwell, the emptiness of the real, empirical world in
which 1he still physically exists.

de la

./
esperandote
• • • ti

E1i.'Jc:i.n who will never come.

(

She lies "tumbada encima

p. 217

)

She waits f'or

She is acting out the absurdist

rol0 of an Estpagon or Vladimir :in Waiting for Godot.

Like

them, :3hc i::i waiting for someorie, who will not come, but must
rather, in this case, be sought buto

The reader is challenged

to do the seeking.
W:3ter is the agent of sorrow and frustration.

It uas the

water that took Eliacim from her and she says :in this chapter

thgt she cannot cope with it.
drowned Eliad.m physically.

It drowns her mentally, as it
The last par;es of the manuscPipt

wore undec:i.phcI'able, according to the editor, Gela, "con
eviden;;eD senales de humedad, con inequ{vocas senales de
haberso pasado horas y horas hundidas en el ap;ua, como nn
marinero ahogado. 11 (p. 222)
Thus we have Mrs. Ca ldwe 11.

As one considers her,

however, it becomes_ clear>er that the most important figure

in tho novel is Eliacim. ·The symbols, the psychology, the
entire rneanirrn; of the novel revolve around the natur>e of

Eliaci11 and H

is on him that the meaning of the novel hingeso
I

The basic fact is that Mrs. Caldwell: like Pip{a Sanchez,
loses her sono

Rather- than reeffirm in strength the c~rnpirical
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reality of her society, however, she destroys that reality

as she gropes to achieve her fantasy goal, union with
Eli.acim.

She acts mentally in an attempt to align her

physicul being with the creative soul of Eli8cimo

This

symbolic, mystical theme of union is the most obvious point
of the nove 1.

T0WRrd thB end, Mrs. Caldwell dreams of marrying Eliacim,

referring to herself as his sweetheart.

She worries that he

w:il.l w1swAr "no" when the pastor aLJks, "Do you take this

woman?·'
this,

Eliacim is, however, too much of a gentleman to do

nc.:~or·ding

to Mrs. Caldwell, and snys "yes .. "

/
' ·" mo .nlzo,
.
'J:;
[,' 1 iac1m,
.
'
' 1 11 S
1.' 1us ion
01.r· t·e 1 o d ecir.

/

";Quo

l fer f':an t asyr l1or

j_ll1rnion, can never be, of course, but it pictures Elincim as

she would like him to be, part of the trad.itio1rnl ·world which
she represents, with her always in some sort of suspendod
tirneo

Eer syrnboli.c sexual yoar-ning for- him continues r:l.ght

to the end in the Asylumo
S~nce

the entire riovel is symbolic, one must assume that

Eliacim embodies some larger symbolism than just the traditional need of woman to procreate, to generate new lifea

He

has to have meaning beyond the awareness of Mrs. Caldwell,
just .as the entire novel does, just as the entire world
whicb r·rs" C3ldwell crentcs does

o

Elincirn mu3t bav0 s orr,e

significance in the context of this new worldo

8Th.13 c h ap-er
t
.
•
is
no·t con t ;a ·._lnercl in

t 1ne l,., J.rs
t
•

Jn 8liacim,

anci., sccon0..,
editions, from which the other citations for Mrs. Cald0ell
were token. This quote :is tal-::e·n from tr.e Obrn ccnml.etn,
Vol. 3, p. 567. TheT'e scorns to be no eviden~; 8St~o -v1r1y Cel3
added this chapter, although many conjectures ere possible.
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Cela is dealing with an abstract

conce~t,

reality which may in fact not exist.

symbolizing a

One cannot describe

that which one does· not know, has not experienced, and
therefore Cela can only hint at this new reality to the
reader and symbolize the daring spirit needed to enter it;
thus·, the surreal atmosphere ond the merging of form and
theme.
The confusion and chaos of the novel create a surreal

atmosphere which is integral to Cola's technique, to his
blending of form and philosophy.

This is where most critics

and readers seem to leave Cola's novel, howovero

They

recognize it as a perfect merg6r of form and theme, a statement of the theme of spiritual aloneness in surrealistic terms
and thus a fine work of art.

But Ce la has done more th:.n1 this,

just as he did more in La catira than tell a traditional tale
of the land,

a

tale which supposedly

carelessly obscured by his technique.

was

inadvertently and

The fact that Mrn.

Caldwell yearns for her son and is going insane thinking
about him is not the main point of the surrealism.

Its main

purpose is to convoy the reader into a new realm of thought,
one which might open up doors to the new reality which Cela
is aftore

Eliacim represents the spiritual aspect of

m~nts

rwture nnd :it becomes obvious that he is the more important
figure. in tt:. 0 books the ever-present entity, even though,
perhap~

because, he has left empirical reality.

The reader

is com~)letely alienated from Hr1. Caldwell and her sociEty

from

t~e

beginning, and Mrs. Caldwell is alienated from her
LIBRARY
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source of hope, Elia6im.

Yet it is through her eyes that we

look for the true nature of Eliacimo

One must symbollically

p:Lck through the confusion of empirical reality to understand

his spiritual nature.

Mrs. Caldwell failed to do so.

The

reader himself is now challenged to attempt 1.t, looking at

the situation from a more dispassionate vantage point.

Cela,

more than anywhere before, wants the reader to become the
creator himself, to try to foree into this new world which he
is trying to open up, a world not rooted in the worn-out
symbola of the past, but challenging in its unfamiliar
expressions.
to do so.

Most people are too immersed in superficiality

Cela suggests that death for Eliacim may have been

a beginning, since Eliacim, as Mrs. Caldwell reveals him to
us, never really ac6epted her world.
of it.

He was not ever a part

Eliacim mostly ignored his mother, only toleratad hor,

during his lifetimeo
In this connection, the m1ture of Eliacim's dee.th is of
great importance also, for there is significance in the fact
of his drowning in the Aegean.

l1hat he was a British naval

1

officer serves merely as the one thread that exists to tie
him to the society of Mrs. Caldwell, but his deeth is a remote,
mysterious, vague exit that has an aura of irreality about

it, of the supernatural, which is entirely in keeping with
Ce la's pllrpose.

Eliac im' s

dea~;h

by drowning is one with a

certain distinction, for he dies with all of his blood in
his body.

Unlike the deaths in Pascuul

Duari~,

the blood

coughing victims of the rest hJme, the many who die violently

lOJ

throughout Cola's novels, even unlike Mrs. Caldwell herself,
who

blood also, Eliacim retains his body intact and

cou~hs

is enveloped by the.sea, representing now lif~, the sea in
which, as Mrs: Caldwell observes, he is such a good swimmero 9
The suggestion is that he may have gone to another world,
may have sought out that new reality.

Cela wants to force his

reader into a creative role by hinting at what might renlly
have been Eliacim 1 s fate.

One of his short stories seems

particularly relevant to this, for Cela's works are interrelated.

The short stories are very useful in

oxpandin~

on

the novelso
In La verdndera pistoria

~~

N

I

I

Cobino, rapaz padrones que

I

caso con si.rona de la mar, Cela focuses on a boy who "tiene
~-

---~-

--

--

-~

<

viento en la sesera, hace versos, y no espera m6s que l~

9
rlie sees the sea as the perpetrator of a criminal act
against Eliacim. He notes Mrs. Caldi·rnll's "obsesjO'n poi· ol
mar y • • • su animosidad hacia 61. Es la suya una recriminaci~n del nave~ar porque le arrebat6 la vida'ao su hijo. Y
por ser su rrme~rte antinatur•al, violenta, fue un acto criminal.
Eliacim fue victima de una fuerza superior." (p. 188) In
spite of this and Ilie's idea of the sea's feminine sexuality,
the sea must have for the reade~ the ima~o of tho unknown.
Ilie, himself, brings the sea to a different focus, using it as
nn example of the merging of for>m and theme in Ce la. "Las
profundidades del mar y .de la monte son paralelas: nunque las
superficies aparezcan 1.{rnpidas, cuanto mes se desciende mtis
lbbrego es el mediq.

T:rnto el

lJBr

corno la mente

tfluct'5an,'

y ambos son recept§culos de entidades quo en su interior se
rnueven 1 ibremente y a la venturH. Obs ePva dn a dis tanc ia, la
actividad parece en·uno y otra desordenada. Cuaqdo se dlrige
la atenci6n al mar, una determinada especie piscicola ocupa
el primer nlano, mientras las dern£s permanocon borrosas, pero
el orden puede ser rest3u1~ado observando el coniunto • • • •
• /
/
"
•
As1I tambien,
la mente, al concentrars8, roune
los
pensarr1ontos
afines, mientras los dem~s permEnecen borrosos, es decir, en
diversos g_:rados de conciencia. (p. 197) 'I'hus the sea and tho
mind are equated and sjnce it is in the mind that this new
reality exists, it supports the idea of tho 88~ ES a symbol
of it o
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navegacibno" (Baraja, p. 141)

He is creative and imaginative

in his desire to set out to sea, which again seems to
represent the unknown, the sea of life.

Thos6 who go off

to sea are ve~turing into the unknown, are trying to leave
the reality of the painful human condition to find something
meaningful.

Typically, the religious figure, the socrfotan,

and the girl friend, both unpleasant characters representing

society, try to dissuade Cobi~o from going to seao

The sacri-

stan obnePvcs in his narrow way, "Que ol cuerpo de los hombr·es
es para
los gusanos de la
tierra, no para los camarones de la
.
.
mar. n

(p. 142)

The girl accuses him, "lo que quieres ns no

trabajar>." (p. 142)

This is reminiscent of the uncharitable

comments of the neighbors in
.
inc
o!Dpren ct•d
i
o o 10

Srrnt~

Bolb:i.na, )7 and rrimot-.oo

~

Those who strike out into the unknown are

10

Tb~ rihort story about Timoteo reveals another positive,
cro;qtbre person. A salesman of "consorvol," 1. imoteo is persuaded
by hi.s new wife to ·become an artist, which he does. His work
is poo~ .. ly received. He as ks· her, 11 T~ crocs quo yo soy un
artistu :incomprendido?" "Si, Too rnio, tu eres un artista incom11
pr•endldo.0
t1 '1:1u comprendes mi arte?
"Yo, si, Teo; pero la
gonte, noo Tu te has anticipado tu tiompo. Tu ares un precursoro" 'l111Pee young girls come and nay they don't understnnd the
paintings, unlike the adults who falsely say what a nice exhibition it iso When one of the girls likes a painting, Timoteo
gives ~i_ t to h0r o Perhaps an idea may get through. 'r imote o
and Raf;nhild, his wife, disappear tho next day and eventually
tur·n up in another city selling Conservol ~pa:i.r1. The question
of why they went back arises. Do they lose hope of ~etting
through, of being understood? Are they satisfied in their
own self-knowledge?· Open questions for conjcctuPe. Also,
does C€1B see himself in Timoteo? He certainly claims be is
fifty yesrs ahead of his time, and says it specifically of
Mrs. CBldwelL
Cbar[lcters such as Timoteo nnd Cobino spice
up the novels to chaJ.lenf!;e tbe r•eader, to make him consider
what worthwhile people may be around, no matter how minor they
seem in terms of society, and to again force the reader to
attempt to create out of the lives around hjm the new reglity.
1
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escaping reality to them, are really upsetting the established
order of things and are a dangero

What they don't understand

is that all men should be attempting to

.

meaningless tyranny of finite existence.
positive actions.

escap~

from the

To Cela, these are

Cobifio is urged on by the cynical old

marinoro, perhaps one who sees the possibiJ.ities in life.
Cela does not forget the attitudes of the rest of mankind,
however-, "El resto del personal/no habla ni bion ni mal."
(p. 141)

Our Silent Majority is not forgotten.

They just

exist.
Later, the boy and a sailor with a wooden log are in the
sinking boat

o

The sailor snys,

/

'

I

I

'To ahorgaras tu, rapaz, que

eres tndo de carne • • • que yo floto con mi pata de palo."
(p.

144)

He, who is not all flesh, will surviveo

The boat

goes down and suddenly CobiWo is taken by the siren, exporiencing a feeling of bienestar, which can be contrasted with
the similar sensation, although temporary and false, of Pascual

after murdering his mother.

The siren takes

Cobi~o

to her

sunken galleon, where she lives, and plays Beethoven's
Elisen on the piano.

11

To

She has three sailors as servnnts,

She

asks C(1bino to marry her and they live happily ever after~

Here is a blending of Romanticism, a strong reminder of

s6cquer, a fairy tale, but with surroaliatic overtones.

Cela

is suggesting that since all thq known approaches to finding
a meaning in life have proved unproductive, man's only hope
may lie in the unkown

se~

of

ir~ealitye

The world of Descartes

is absur>d and without purpose, and we ronliy know nothing of
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the world of the mind.

The real hero must venture away from

the world of fact and "reality" into the unknown depths and

who knows what may lie waiting there.

Cobino 'went forth with

•
a youthful, childlike innocence, with poetry in his heart,

without malice, and was rewarded unexpectedly, perhaps with
immortality.

It is this possibility that gives a littlo hope.

By making the world of Cobiffo one of child-like fantasy, Cela
uses it as a symbol only of what might exist.

Of Eliacim, we

know only that he drowned at sea in a mysterious place.

serves as a challenge to the reader to enter.
he died "heroically."

He

It is said that

In fact, he has just disappeared ..

His

death in physical terms is presumed, but in the ter•ms of' this

novel he may have achieved some new understanding, and his
action may have made him a true existential "hero."

MrE;.

Caldwell seeks to revive his being in empirical terms and this
is her mistake.
One of the most significant chapters in the book concerns
the vase that broke into a thousand piecAs on the first anniversary of Eliacim's deatho (p. 187)
by Mrs. Caldwell, clearly

repre~ents

The vase, much admir•ed
Eliacim.

When it breaks,

she th:2.nks at first to put it together ngain, but cannot.
She considers discarding it in the garbage, but cannot.

Instead, she wrRps

~he

pieces individunlly and puts them

away, unwrapping them every

y~ar

templating and caressing them.

on the

annlver-s~n~y

and con-

This obviously is the shattered

image of Eliacim which she is attempting to keep alive by

writing her letters, whj_ch are
rea Ji ty.

~he

thousnnd pieces of h0r new

She admires the pie ce~J, the fragments of the past,
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but cannot put them together into a meaningful whole.
are all that remain for her of Eliacim.
could put them

to~ether

rrh0y

The person who

might discover a new

~orld.

Most imp~rtant to realize in this novel is that Cela is
not being didactic about anything except that the world in
which his reader dwells leads nowhere.

In Mrs. Caldwell, he

has brilliantly created a new world out of the frap;mentHd
pieces of her mind.

His novel is this world.

It is disorderly

in appearance because it does not conform to the terms of our
experience.

The thematic order and unity of the novel are

submerged ln the chaotic lack of form because the meaningful

new order, if it exists, is submerged in the appsront chaoso
The challenge for the creative mind is to enter and tackle it.
The world has meaning unto itself and unless mnn can deciphBr

that set of symbols and references, just as he must decipher
the self-contained references of Mrs. Caldwell, he will never
f l n d it no I' under st and this n e-w "punt u a 1 { s i rn o c a o s de la s

estrellas," for tho:y are one and the same.

CONCLUSION
Perhaps the times are no lon~er propitious
to the production of masterpieces which
both embrace and enh~nce life. • • We
shall be more inclined to create whnt the
French call an ouevre, to present fragments of an individual vision in book
after book, to build, if not a War and
Peace or a Ulysses, at least a shelf:-Anthony Burgess, p.

Perhaps Mrs.
piece.

Caldw~ll ~ablE_ ~-~

Only time will tell.

19.

su hi.io is not a master-

But Cela has indeed written a

shelf of books which present a world-view and philosophy
which are portrnyed in the psychological make-up and actions
of his characters.

One cannot divorce any one of Cela's

works from the others and get an accurnte interpretation.
Each work, be it novel, short story, essay or travel book,
rests on all of the others in one way or another.
of unexplored material in these books is enormous.

The wealth
This

short paper has served only to outline Cela 1 s essential

philosophical

p1~emises

and to show how this philosopher him

woven his views into the very fnbric of his novels.
Mrs~

Caldwell was cited hero because it is Cola's riost

experimental worko

Cela has written most of his novels

portraying the absurdity of empirical existence and alienating
his reader•s from it..

In Hrs. Cr;ldwell, he crentes something
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completely new.
of hope.

It is, if you will, a .negative affirmation

That is, while hope exists, the author is pessi-

mistic that man will realize his chances of

g~asping

it.

The

perfect merger of theme and form alone make it an artistic
tour de force, but the new world which it creates and the
possibilities i t opens for reader creativity make it unique.
Mrs. Caldwell and Eliacim are real people and their world
must be carefully considered, for it is real also.

Cela

may be quite justified in claiming that his novel is ahead
of its time.

Mrs. Caldwell habla con su hijo no fue muy
bHm entendfdaa-su aparICion y me temo que
a~n

hoy, salvo ontre lectores con un deli/ •
•
I
f o en 1 a concienc1a,
•
•
ca d isimo
sismogra
todav!a no lo ~ea domasiado. Debo 8Clarar
quo no me extrafta la suerte corrid3 por
mis p6ginas, que fueron probablemente
,
escritas con cincuentA affos de antelacion;
pero no ton[;O pr is a - jamns tuve :i;ris a·-;
y _nada me importa esp2rar, aun mas all2
de la muerte.
--Camilo Josb Celn
Obra completa, pp. 371-2.
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APPENDIX

Dates of first publication of the novels of Cola:
Ln familia de Pascual Duarte (1942)
Pabell6n de reposo (1943)
Lt~

colmena (195lj

fil1evas andanzas X desventuras de Lazerillo de Tormes (1953)
MPs. Caldwell habla con su hi.jo

(1953)

Ln catira (1955)

El molino de viento (1956)
T O...;OfZD11 ue hambricntos (1962)
----··-i-

/

,::)

Lu fllmilia del h§°roe (1965)

Any novels of Cela not included on this list eithor·
were published subseouent to the work done on this
pnper.or were not av~ilable to the author.

11/~.

vrrA
Christion William Hearon was born in Panama City,
Republic of Panama, on July 17, 1939.

He graduated from

Balboa High School, Balboa, Canal Zone, in 1957 and attended
Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire, from which he

received an AB degree in 1961.

He taught briefly at Kimboll

Union Academy, Meriden, New Hampshire, before enter•ing the
United States Army in 19620
training at the U.

s.

Mr. Hearon received

milita~y

Army Infantry School, Fort Bonning,

Georgia, the Defense Lanp;uage Institute, West Const Branch,
at Monterrey, California, and the U. S.

A1~my

School, Fort Holabird, Baltimore, Maryland.

Intelligen1!e
His service

tours included time at the Pentagon, Washington, D.C., nt
Fort

C~mpbell,

Kentucky, and three years in Germany, rnontly

at the Headquarters, U. S. Army, Europa, in Heidelbcrgo
was r>eleased from .4ctivo Duty in July 19670

MP.

He

Hearon hns

taught 8t Patrick Henry Hip.:h School, Ashland, Virginia, nnd

at

Randolph~Macon

College.

He is currently on the faculty

at Sto Christopherrs School, Richmond, Virginia.

